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HOSSCUTIOK BRISF on the GStJURilL IRINCIPIiES OF L/iW
APPLIC^.BLS to count VI (PXJJilDSR AND SPOLIATION);
I. introduction
The defendants ^TiSIZSABCm, STEENGR/.CHT, KEPPLER, WmfuXm, HITTER,
HUIRS, L/^IERS, STUCmT, MEISSNSR, BOHLE, BFRG3R, KOCRNSR, PLEIGER,
and SGKraiN-KROSIGK are charged under Count Six of the Indict
ment with the commission of War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity. It
is charged that War Crimes, as defined by Control Council Law No, 10,
were committed in that "plunder of public and private property, exploi-
tatxon, spoliation and other offenses against property and the civilian
oconomies of countries and territories which came under the belligerent
occupation of Germany" wore committed (Paragraph ^2 of the Indictment),
and that the acts cnumorated constitute "violations of international
conventions, including the Haguo Rogilations, 1907; of the laws and
customs of T^ar; of the general principles of criminal law as derived
fron the criminal laws of all civilized nations; of the internal penal
laws oi the countries in v/hich such crimes v/ere committed; and of
Article II of Control Coancil Law Mo. 10".
The acts described in Count Six are also charged as Crimes against
Humanity, These acts wore conmittod pursuant to occupations by aggression
(Austria and Czechoslovahia) or occupations in the course of waged wars.
While the principlos of law discussod heroin are necessarily appli
cable to the entire case, the analysis .and illustrations aro presented
particularly with a view to the factual ovidenco against the "economic
defendants", R/iSCHE, KFHRL, KOERNSR, PLSIG3R, KEFPLm and DARRE,
- 1 -
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IHi CRB-iSS AGillNST PROrSRTY AS */JViR GVIBOS
A, Scope of Bar Crimes Involving Offenses ag:ainst Property
The provisions of Control Council Lav; Ho, 10 are controlling as
the la?/ to be applied to the case* The definition v/hich it gives of
Vfar Crimes is contained in Article II (1) ivhich reads in pertinent part
"(b) Vfar Crimes* Atrocities or offenses against persons
or property- constituting violations of the lav/s or customs
of war, including but not limited to ♦ • . plunder of public
or private property ♦ ,
As Military Tribunal VI (Farbcn) determined in its judgment in
Case 6 (Opinion and Judgment, p, 71), this provision of Control Council
Law No, 10 corresponds to Article 6 (b) of the London Charter, applied
by the International Military Tribunal, The International Biilitary
Tribunal, in defining tlie basis for War Crimes under Article 6 (b) of
the Charter, declared that the crimes defined by Article 6 (b) were
already recognized'as War Crimes under international law, as they were
included in the Hague Convention of 1907 and the Genova Convention of
(Trial of the Major War Criminals, Vol. I, p, 2$3; see also,
✓
Judgment, Case 5 (Hick Case) , Tr, p. 11003),
The vrar crime inTOlved in offenses against property has a double
aspect. It is generally a crime against the country occupied, in that
it disrupts the occupied eoonomy, alienates the industry of the occu
pied territory from its inherent purpose, makes the occupied uconomy
subservient to the interest of the occupying power, and interferes with
the natural connection between the- spoliated industry and the local
econoR^, Thus, the Prosecution maintains that where an entire industry
or the whole clcoss of a given kind of good is acquired by the occupying
po7/cr, the consent of the individual ovmer or owners or their represen
tatives, even if genuine, or tlK3 amou.nt of consideration furnished to
such persona, cloes not alter the basic character of the nffcnse. With
respect to this aspect, the activltios mst be examined from the stond-
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point of the oconony of the occupied country as a iTholo, and not from
1/
the effect simply on the individual jv/ner of the property.
The other aspect of the crime, which is present in nearly every
factual situation involved in Case 11, is where the offense is com
mitted against the ri^tful owner or o^vncrs in the deprivation of their
property rights, without regard to their vlll or vdth their "consent"
obtained by throats or pressure. In this latte^ case, the restraint
or coercion may be exortod'ty direct threats against the owner or by
exploiting the general atmosphere of intimida/lon crcabed by the pres
ence of the armed forces and police agencies of the occupying pov/er or
2/
by bonding tlie owner's will in any other v;ay.
In considering the scope of the vrar crimes hero inv'-'lvcd it should
be kept in mind thr.t an underlying principle of the rules and customs
of T/ar, over and beyond the protection of the individual rights of
the inhabitants of the occupied territory, is the safeguarding of an
occupied countrj'' and the inhabitants thereof against being required to
aid in the waging of war itself or contributing to t he war effort of
the occupant* Nor arc peacetime oconcmic relations relovant in deter
mining the existe rco f^r extent of exploitation. Hostile powers do
not provide each other in time of v/ar rdth the resources necessary to
wage war and an occupant is not priviloged to extend its exploitation
of the rosourcos of the occupied territory for the purposes of waging
war or to oxcoed the needs of the occupation for any other purposes,
merely because af an historical relationship established under normal
poacetime conditions.
Furthornorc, the cxocution of the Nazi program of "total war"
socamplotely upset the entire cnrr lox of economic relations that it
would bo meaningless to select any single commodity or group of
commoditios as a basis for cTiparing the exchange of goods during
1/ This view will he presented in detail in Sub-section of Section
D of Part II, hereinafter,
2/ This vietf vdll bo presented in detail in Suh-soction 2 of Section D
Part IIj hereinafter.
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occupation rdth those in tirae of peace. Vihcn tho resources of the
r::cupicd countries or imports from Gormany were used in tho domestic
economy of the occupied territory, they T/ore invariably used for
German war production. This fact was constantly stressed in Nazi plans
and policies and allocations of materials. This fact alone makes any
balancing of imports and exports of raiY materials, industrial materials
and machinery complotoly irrelevant to tho fact of spoliation.
B. Areas Protected ly the Rules and Customs of TTar
1. .Gcncrallyo
Tho Judgment of tho International Military Tribunal clearly
established tho applicability of the Hague Regulations, as a partial
codification of the i-nilcs and custcins of v/ar, to all territory occu
pied by Germany from and after 1 Soptombor 1939j regardless of whether
these countries v/orc signatories of the Raguo Gonvontion of 1907s
"The rules of land warfare expressed in the Convention
undoubtedly represented an advance over existing international
lav/ at tho time of their adoption. But the convention
expressly stated that it was an attempt Ho revise the
general laws and customs of Wc?.r*, v/hich it thus recognized
to bo then existing, but by 1939 these rules laid dov/n in
the Convention were recognized by all civilized nations,
and wore regarded as being doclaratory of tho laws cond
customs of war v/hich arc referred to in Article 6 (b) of
tho Charter,"
(Ti-ial of tho r.%.ior A^ar Criminals, Vol. I, p. 253)
2, Russia
No doubt exists that tho International Jtllitary Tribunal
applied tho laws and customs of war, as collected in the Hague Regula
tions, to the activities of the Gorman occuoant in the torritorios
of Russia:
"On some occasions, Grimes were d.Glibera.tcly planned
long in advance. In the coso of the Soviet Union, the
plunder of tho territories to bo occxipiod, and the ill-
treatment of t]"!c civilian population, wore settled in
minute detail before tho attack v/as bugun."
(Trial of tho Major '7ar Criminals, Vol. I, p. 22?)
- h -
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"Tho occupation of tho territories of the U.S.S.R, v/as
charactorized by premeditated and systematic looting. Be
fore the attack on the U,S,S,R» en economic staff —
Oldontairg — v/as organized to ensure the most efficient
exploitation of Soviet territories • • • there vas a lar^e..
scale confiscation of agricultural supplies VJith ccmpletc
disregard of tho njcds of the inhabitants- of tho—oooupied
territory,"
(Sane, p. Slil)
To tho argument that no war ciumc cm be committed against the
Soviot Union becauso it abrogated its rights and disavowed tho provisions
of tho Hague Convention of 1907> it is a sufficient answer that tho
Convention expressed customary international law, as the E'lIT pointed
out, (Sec also, on tho analogous argument relating to the Geneva
Convention: Trial of tho Ma.jor ''•Tor Criminals, Vol, I, p,232)
3. Austria, the "Sudetenland" and Bohemia-Moravia,
Tlao applicability of the Hague Regulations to the German
occupations of these three areas is considered jointly because the
background and essential elements of the occupations are very similar
in each case. In repeated motions the Defense has urged (l) that those
territories wore incorporated into tho Rcichj and (2) that tho rules
governing belli'•eront occupation cannot apply because of the absence of
actual armed hostilities. Thcroforo, it is contended that the^ Tribunal
cannot hold that war crimes were committed in these territories because
1/
war crimes could not exist as a natter of lav:.
l/ Seo Defense Tlotions of 11 May I9I48 (Kehrl), lli M.cy 19148 (Ploigor),
23 April 19ib8 (Kehrl), and lli August I9I48'(Rasche); and Prosecution
replies thereto, 2I4 ilay 19h8, 27 rfey 191(8, and 16 August 191(8. Tho argu-
, n mcnts and citation of authority prosontod by the Prosecution in tho
I lengthy replies to these notions is incorporated in this section of tho
^ brief as an appendix and the attention of tlie Tribunal is respectfully
called particularly to the citation of authorities, which are not .
repeated in full in the brief, The attention of tho Tribunal is also '
directed to the dissenting opinion of Judge ITxlkcns, in the Krupp case,
who stated that the occupations of Austria and tho Sudeten aroas wore
govorned by tho Hague Rogal.abions and that war crimes were committed
in those areas. The majority of the Krupp Tribunal stated no reason
for dismissing the single transaction involving property in Austria
charged as a war crime, permitting the inforcnco that there was no crime
found in tho transaction itself under tho Hague Regulations or that in
dividual responsibility had not boon proven.
-
In rcfutntion, tha Prosocuticn naintains:
(l) that the occupations of Austria and Czechoslovakia
77Gre accomplished by the Nazi Regime by moans of force and the threat
of force and that the independence of the States of Austila and
Czechoslovakia v;as altered only by the invasion of large narabers of
Geiman troops;
(2) that "incorporations" and "annexations" by the
1/
Third Reich have no real moaning in international lav;
(3) that the Governments of the United States, Great
Britain, Franco and Russia delivered unequivocal protests to the Nazi
Government at the tine of these ruthless exercises of force;
(I4) that the liberation of Austria and Czechoslovakia
and the reconstruction of their frontiers as they existed prior to 1938
became the announced v/ar aim of the Allies;
(5) that the International Military Tribunal has already
determined, at least as t-^ Bohemia-Horavia, that the occupation was
belligerent in character and governed by the rules and. customs of var;
(6) that occupations in Austria and the "Sudetenland"
vore belligerent in nature and the Hague Regulations aprly, despite the
absence of r/aged T/ar because the occupations involved the pressure of
the German Army upon foreign countries#
Bohem i a-i 'Iora via
Coercion and throats vforo er-corcisod in the military occupati'On of
Bohemia and Moravia# It is urged by the Dofenso that the occupation of
these areas took place according to a "German-Czechoslovak State
Treaty" of 15 March 1939. Tho Defonso places great store in the decla
ration whereby Hacha "trustingly laid the fate of the Czechoslovak
people and ccfuntry into tb* hands af the Fuehrer."
1/ See Sub-section 1, of Section C, Part II, hereinafter, for consider
ation of other Gorman "incorporations".
- 6 —
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But the argument flies flatly in the fact of the BIT determination
that "Bohemia a nd Moravia wore occupiGd by military force. Hacha^s
consent, obtained as it was by duress, cannot bo considered as justi
fying the occupation ..." (Trial of the Major V/ar Criminals, Vol. I.
p. 33I1). It is knov'jn that the document wherein Kacha "entrusted" his
people and country to the hands of the Fuehrer had already been drawn
up b^r the Germans before Hacha cajne to Berlin. Furthomore, the in-
va.sion of Bohemia-Moravia took place even before the conference 7;ith
Hacha wherein "consent" v/as supposed to have boon granted.
The invasion of Bohemia-Moravia occurred in violation of the
Versailles and Locarno Treaties and of the Munich Agreement. It was
not recognized but rather nrotestcd expressly by each of the Govornmcnts
of the United States, Great Britain, the Soviet Union and France. Any
attempt to infer a "recognition" of the chcngod status of the territory
dependent upon the fact that the United States, Groat Britain, France,
and Russia may have c'^ntinued to maintain consular representatives or
may have continued to deal comercially a/ith the territorial pieces of
the Czech Republic violates the very olcmcntary rule of international
law that the appropriate political agondos (Foreign Office or State
Dopartmont ) signify in seme explicit manner that changes have been
1/
recognized.
1/ In ad.dltion to citation contained'in Imsnov to Motion of Counsel for
Rasche,"l6 August IphS, F.aragraph 17, sea also: C.C. H ydc, Internatio
nal Law, (2d Gdition, Bnst'-'n, 19li^), rflfl. Hyde points out that recog
nition cannot be deduced from the fact that commercial intercourse is
maintained vdth "new" states or govemiaents (^U2), Nor can it bO de-
ducG'l from the maintenance nf consuls or'agents (#ib2, 1|6). Thus, with
out rGGognising the Gnvornmcnt of Turkey, the United States kept con
sular officials in that country in 1919 (#ii6).
See also: Haclovorth, G,, "Di-'ost of International Bm, (G?0,
*7ashington, 19iiO), ^^ol. p. 327.
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tThe "Sir''.etGn'lj7.n^V'
In nil cssontinl res'-ects the Gcmnn '^ccu;\nti'^n if the Su-'-'etGnlnn''
vns i-'cnticnl v:ith the occupntion. ef UihGnin--!'ornvia. Durinn the
surmcr of 193S, the Icaf.crs 'if the Thir^" noich issnor' eve- -increasing
threats against the poacG of the vrorlG in their initial attcert to
destroy the Czechoslovak Roruhlic, In order te secure "peace in our
tine" the British rrinc llinister Chaiaberlain cinferre-' r.dth Hitler
first at Godosburg can" thr?,n at Munish» At this tine France aras bouix'.
by pact to core to the assistance of Czechoslovakia in the event of
Geman agprossion, and Bnrland an'. Franco TJoro linked b'- similar
undorstandng. To avoi'- the possibility of being involved in a najor
ivar, the Britich and French G-vGrnnents transmitted German ultimata
demanding that the so-called Sudeten tcrrit^iy be yielded, Czecho
slovakia Y/as Y.'arned tl"jat refusal mould mean that it must face the
consequences mithoat allies. On 26 Soptomber 1938, Hitler reolie- to
a note of the rresident of the Unite' States making it clear that "if
the Sudctonland Y-ore not handed over to Gemary, Id tier mould endeavor
to take it by force." On 29 SGptoBbor 1938 an agreement ivas reached
at iUiiicIij "concluded by France, Great Britain and Italy (mhich) forced
the Czechoslovak Republic to cede to the GornrJi Reich certain fr^txor
areas inhabited by a mixed. Czechoslovak-German population . .
(Czech ilinistry of Foreign Affairs (..jditor - Ian aasaryk;, Czcchpslo
vakla Fights Back, Washington, 1913, pp. I3-II4) <
It is urgG '^. that the Czechoslovak Republic "accepted" the Luuich
dictate, "•."ithout a d.oubt, in the sense that the Czechs did not a^arc
-.-ar against the Third Raich, Czechoslovakia "acceptedfthe cessxon of
territory forced upon it by Gorman military might. But it cannot be
seriously argued, that the Gzochs freely and voluntarily conscntGd to
the am utation. In the mnrds of the Czechoslovak Forci:'n Office:
3/ Czechoslovakia -•as not a party to the Kunich Fact, are' Czech ropro-
sontativGs Y.'Gre nit invited, to the llunich Conference,
- 8 -
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"Unclor the Czechoslovak Constitution all settlements
touchin::; changes in the frontiors of the Republic hac' to
be subnitterl to the National issenbly anc' approved by a
tlircc-fifths majority. The Nunich if^roonent, the changes
of frontierSj or the agreement resulting from it vjerc never
approved by the National Assembly or by the Government, or
ratified by the Fresi^'ent. Tlie Government accepted the
Eunich Agreement under protest because it had not the povrer
to resist. But it did nothing '••'hich could be inter_i:>rcted
as pivinr: consent" (Czechoslovakia Fights Back, cited above,
page IS', emphasis added)
"The Post-Munich Czechoslovak Government, forced by the
Great Pcnvers to surrender at Mu.nich, could not risk a con
flict T/ith the Reich, "before rdnich it -vras pCTverless, Con
sequently, German requests and comri-ands became identical",
(Same, p, 17).
It has been observed that the I'iunich Agreement v/as invalid because
(l) the Germans violated its tcrms^ and (2) it r/as never constitution
ally approvod by the Czech Parliament (Axis Rule in Occupied 2]urope,
cited, above, p, 137). Quincy'Aright has stated, that , .The liunich
settlement r;as not a case of peaceful change," But it was an agree
ment which "seriously impaired, the rights of Czechoslovakia". (Q, '7right_
"The Munich Settlement and International Law", /imprican Journal of
Intornational Law, Vol. 33, No. 1, Januaiy 1939^ pp. 28, 29),
The Gorman occupation was purely a military action. The occu
pation haf'. been planned under "Fall Gruen" as a troop movement (Trial
of the liajor ""."ar Criminals, Vol. I, pp. 19^-196), As Fxhibit 89 (NG
212 7, T'B 3 A) demonstrates, regardless of amcd opposition it was in
tended that German troops and Gorman militarv authorities march into
and assert control over the "Sudeten" area. A civil administration for
the area t/?.s set up only to take effect T.^eeks after the occupation of
Bohomia-Hora^da. It is also clear from the ovi''''.ence before this
Tribunal that, becaaso the GGrr-ians planned the further occupation of
the remaindor of Czechoslovakia between 1 October 1938 and iS March
1939^ the "Sudetenland" was a militaiy area wherein large concentra
tions of German troops v/cre nreparin;.; to strike down the remnant of
the Czechoslovak Roi^blio*
The occupation of the "Sudeten" area violated Gorman commitments
under the Versailles and Locarno Troatios, The Munich Agreement was
- 9 -
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!never reconnizec' l^the Unitoc'. States and it */as d.enainced. by the
Government of Great Britain and the French National Cominittoo (/ocis
Rule in Occupied Burope< cited above, pp. I3I-I32), It bocane the
Allied rrar aim to restore the Czechoslovak boundaries as they existed
prior to 1938.
' d • • Austria
As evidence before the HIT and before/this Tribunal has sho7?n,
plans for the .conquest of Austria and Czechoslovakia v/ere made at a
meeting of high German officials'as early as ^ Novembor 1937. There
after Gorman military staffs v:orkod feverishly upon preparations for
an armed, invasion. At, the same time so-called diplomatic conversa
tions T/ero occurring v;ith rcpresontatives of the Austria Republic,
".•hen Chancellor Schuschnigg proposed to put the question of "/uischluss"
rath Germany to a porular plebescite. Hitler .landed Schuschnigg an
ultimatum demanding control of Austria ?nd stating that, in riny case,
German troops mould march. Accordingly, the ploboscitc mas called
off; Schuschnigg resigned to bo replaced by Nazi puppets; German
troops novod in; and on 13 March 1938 a "Proclamation of Union" tras
issued by both the Third Raich and the Nazi officials of occupied
Austria, Reviciring those facts the II.iT declared:
"The invasion of Austria ivas a [)romoditatGd. aggressive
step • • • the facts plainly prove that the methods em
ployed • « . r^-ere those of an aggressor. The ultimate
factor r/as the armed might of Gomany ready to bo used
if any resistance v/as encountered , ,
(Trial of the lia.ior 'Tar Criminals, Vol. I, p. 19ii).
The military occupation of Austria violated the Treaties of
Versailles ond St. Germain and the Treaty botv-reGn Austria and Germany
of 11 July 1936. It also vlolatad Hitler's solemn and public decla
rations, The occupation v;as denounced by the United States, Fraico,
and Great Britain, The British formal protest, 12 March 1938, stated:
"The United Kingdom foels bound to register a protest in
the strongest terms against such use of coercion backed by
force against -in independent State in o.rder to creato a
situation incomfntible rdth its national independence
- 10 -
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At l.iosco-'jj 1 November 19!43j the Alliod Powers issued a "Declara
tion on the RGConstruction of Austria" which set forth tho war aim of
liboratinr; the Austria Ropublic from German domination and. which again
declared, the "connoxation" of 15 Ilarch 193^ to have been "null and
void" (See: Loml<ln, Axis Rule in Occupiod Duropo, Carnegie Foundation^
"Tashington, 19l4h, p. 115, footnote).
In discussing the criminal activities of vcn Nourath, the
International llilitary Tribunal most explicitly declared:
"Bohemia and I-oravia were occupied by military force.
Hacha's consent, obtained as it was by duress, cannot bo
considered as Justifying the occupation . . , The occupa
tion of Bohemia and I'oravia m.ust therefore be considered
a military occupation covered, by the rules of warfare,
Althou.gh Czechoslovakia vns not a party to the Hague Con
vention of 1907« the rules of land, warfare expressed, in
this Convention are declarator?/" of c:d.sting International
Daw and hence are applicable",
(Trial of the llajor ''-'ar Criminals, p. 33h; emphasis added).
It is to be noted that the Tribunal did not limit its statement
on the applicability of tho Hague Convention to Bohemia-Horavia, but
used the more e::te"»sive term Czechoslovakia instead. The principle
governing the application of tho rules and. customs of war stands cloarj
the application of the Hague Convention does not depend upon occupa
tion in tho course of actual hostilities. Donnedieu de Vabres, the
French member of tho International Military I'ribunal, has emphasized
1/
this view in an article analyzing the theory of the Tribunal:
"-».s to Daldur von Schirach who, in his capacity as Gau
leiter of Austria, Imowingly permitted and facilitated .
massacres and deportations of civilian '.copulations -
acts included in the enumeration of v/ar crimes - the
Tribunal says:
'Von Schirach is not chArgod rdth the commission
of " ar Crimes In Vieiir.a, but only vdth the con;-
mission of Crimes against Humanity. As has already
been seen, Austria was occupied pursuant to a'
common plan of aggression. Its occupation is,
l/ It is to bo noted that the Flick Tribunal (Case 5) relied upon
the sane article quoted for clarification of tho H.-IT Judgment ivith
regard to Crimes against Hum<anity, See: Judgment,, Case 5, Tr,
p. 11011.
- 11 -
TtliGrofore, a "crime Tv'ithin the jurisdiction of
the Tribunal'^, as that term is used in Apticlo 6 (c)
of the Charter. As a result, "murder, oxtemina-
tion, enslavement, deportation, rand other inhumane
acts" and "persocutions on political, racial, or
roligious [grounds" in connection Tdth this occupa
tion constituto a Crimo against Humanity under that
Article,'
"That is to say that the occu"'ation of Austria bein^ tho
effect of an agrrossive act asrimilated by the Tribunal to
the clv.racter of a mar oiicration. tho dosi'^ination ^r;ar
crime' is anplicablo to comnon criinos committed on its
territory."
(do Vabrcs, The Judtrment of Nuronbcrg and the Frincirile
of Legality of Offonsos and, ronalties, published in "F.evLovr
of Tonal Larr and of Criminology", Brussels, July 19li7^ as
translated by J, Herisson, pp. lli-l^, em^-'hasis added)
The Farben Tribunal (Tribunal VT), it is true, ddd hold speci
fically in its ruling on an interim notion of the Defense, that nar
crimes could not occur in Austria and the "Sudctenland" in the ab
sence of a "state of actual -warfaro". Hov/over, tho Farbon ruling is
inconsistent vdth the reasoning and dotomination of the B'T respect-
1/
ing Bohemia and Moravia,
Under Article X of Ordinance 7^
"Tho determinations of tho International Military Tribunal
in the judgment in Case No, 1 that invasions, ag"ressivc
acts and aggrossivo rmrs, crimes, atrocities or inhuman
acts v/oro planned or occurred, shall be binding on the
tribunals ostablishod horeundor and shall not bo questioned
except insofar as participation thoroin or knowlodgo thoroof
of any particular person nay bo concornod. Statqnonts of
tho International Military Tribunal in tho judgment in
Case No, 1 shall constitute proof of the facts stated, in
tho absence of substantial nc-7 ovidonco to the contrary."
The finding of the HIT that tho occupation of Bohomia and Moravia
v;as a military occupation governed by the rules of marfaro is a conclu
sion of fact and la-^ vhich constitutes a "dotomination" under the
provisions of ArtiaLo X, Bvon if it v^ore t o be considered a "statcmont"
of the HIT, a contrary c^inion by -any military tribunal, r/ithout more.
1/ Cf. Dissenting Opinion in Gaso 10, which rcjocts tho Farben state
ment as inconsistent with tho rulo of tho BIT,
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doGs not constitate "substantial hgt; cvi-donco to the contrary".
Neither do nrr^mcnts of Defense Ccfunnol constitute "substantial nor/
evidence to the contrary'*". The Prosecution construes the requirement
for substantial and nev; evidence to mean substantial and ne^? evidence
oresentod to Tribunal IV tryinn Case 11, Article X of Ordinance 7j
does not refer to the arguments or inferences of Defense Counsel
based upon tlie judgment of another Ililitaiy Tribunal. The record
before Tribunal IV, at this point, far from containing evidence to'
rebut the II1T findings, does include a good deal of the same evidence
^ a'hich T.'as offered before the BIT ejid. additional materials to support
the H 'T con clus i on.
'S If the discropancj'' of rule botrreen the International i'ilitary
I Tribuna.l and the Fnrben I'ilitary Tribunal bo regarded as a difference
in loral theory, it is subnittod that the vic" of the II!T is entitled
1/
to greater respect and ncrc authority as precedent.
The Prosecution ccntonds, and. it boliovos the ruling rath regard
to the occupation of Bohoriia and Ilcravia on 15 March 1939 (six months
before tlio outbreak of '.rar) supports its contention, that the pos-
slbilitj'- or existence of u'ar crlnos docs not depend upon bloodshed
and battles. The detoimination that mar crimes may exist in the ab
sence of actual hostilities and that t/ct crimes r/ore perpetrated
specifically in the occupied Sudeten area and Austria rras expressed in
another place by the International I.Iilitary Tribunal;
"Isolated units of the SA Trero even involved in the steps
loading up to aggressive '•,mr and in the comnission of ^br
Crimes and Crimes against Humanity. SA units -/cro among
the first in the occupation of Austria in Harch 1930*
SA supplied many of the men and. a la.rge pa.rt of the oquip-
nont TTfiich composed the Sudeten Free Corps of Henloin • . •"
(Trial of the Major "/.gr Criminals. Vol, 1, p. 27I4, emphasis a.ddod)
2/ Sec: Flick Judgment, Tr. p. 10973 - judgments of the Military
^Vibunals rd.ll receive advisory effect only.
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In C.11 essential paiid-culars there is no distinction botTJoen
Gormn riethods in the occupation of'^-ustria, the Sudeten area, and
Bohania-iloravica, 3h each case, to quote Lord Halifax, "trars an.thout
docle.rations of ivar" occurred. In each case Gerrxin forces marched,
contrary to the ••all of the peonle of the occupied tcrritcrics. In
each case the Gornans attempted to create a facade of ^'consent", r/hich
an eramination of the facts •"•ri.ll not sustain, Bach of "these acts u'as
a flagrant aggression in violatio:.: of treaties, characterized as such
at the timo and characterized as such by the DIT subsequently. In
each case .Gorman forc-s r.'cre massed on the frontiers beforehand.
In each case military occupations "'ere set up prcnptly and "incorpo
rations"- v/oro announced. In each caso Gorman troops marched TTithout
meeting armed resistance becausq the threat of force, as the evidence
shcnvs and. as the BIT found, convinced the occupied peoples that resis
tance T/as futile. Furthermore, it r;as a declared v/ar aim of the United
Nations to restore the indepondence and boundaries of /.ustria and
Czechoslovakia alike as they existed prior to 1938.
It should be pointed out that the E'T did not rule generally on
the applicability of the Hague RoCilutions to Austria or the Sudotcnland
only bccousG no specific charges of r/ar crimes in those areas Trero made
in the indictment before the BfT, (See! Trial of the I.'Ia.ior "Tar
Criminals. Vol. I, pp. ^5-60).
Tlicro is nothinr novol in the idea that a "belligerent occupation",
i,o., can occupation governed by the niles of the Hague Convention of
1907 such as to rive rise to nar crimes, ncay exist in the absence of
'' *.
ac"bual armod hostilitlos (Sec; C.C. H^nr-o, International Lam, 2d
Hdition, 191^5, Vol. Ill, ncora. 597j P- 1666, mara. 686, p. I876; Larr of
Belligerent Occupation, J.A.G.S, I-h, 11, p, 2O3 G, Hackivorth, Digest
of International laa/. 19^3, Vol. VI, para, 58'^ , p, 385).
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H^nrlo has oxnlaincd that.
chfi^Grent situation arises rihon territory occupied'by a
bellirreront belonrs to a State TJhich is not its enoTnyt and
T,'hichj rerardless of the relationship of that State to the
'Tar as a belli^erGnt or neutral, is far from lylcldinp: consent
to the occuoation. In such case the occunaht nay be expected
to clair. that the area concemed is to be assinilatod to
oncny territory, and opposition on the part of the territorial
sovcroisn to opposition by .an oncny. Apart from the question
concorninr the propriety of the occupation, v;hich nust be
dealt Tdth as a case of intervention and tested accordinr to
the lav.' applicable thoroto, it is believed that the rights
anc' o'd-igetions of the occmant as aich nay be aonorally
• - • -
tested by'That the H-graio R.egi'.lations of 1907 prescribe."
(Inphasis a'"''ded}
Thus, vjhcn the Japanese troops occupied parts of Ilanchuria in the
i course of the Russo-Japanese v/ar of 190ii-1905, the occupation yas a
bGlliporent occupation governed by the nor/ly enacted Hague Conventions
H although Japan v;as not at var mth China. The la'.vs conpolling respect
1 for property vrore regarded as applicable (Takahashi, International Lavr
as applied in the Ruaso-Japanose 'Tgr, Tolcyo, 1908, pp. 2^0-2^2).
As has boon noted, the Int'ernr/bional Ililitary Tribunal did not
X
^ roquiro open v.'arfaro for belligerent occupation. The finding vd.th
rega-'d to Bohemia-Iloravia must bo interpreted to mean that a hostile
• occupation by force or the throat of force is governed by the tradi-
tional lav; of military'- v;arfare. Under the same kind of reasoning,
La.ikin has referred to crimes of the Gorman occupier in Austria and the
Sudeten area, committed in violation of the Iiague Conventions (Axis
f Rule in Occupied Europe. cited ribovc, pa. 2^-26, ll5).
In 1939 the most eminent international lav.ycrs of the United
States stated their views in a "draft convention" on the "Rights and
Duties of States in Case of Aggression" (American Journal of Inter-
✓
national Lav;, Vol. 33, October 1939, Supnlenont). Article I
defines "aggression" as a resort to force in violation of obligations.
From tho definitions given in the section devoted to "Comment" it is
cloar that ag^'rossion may or may not involve a "state of actual r/ar-
fare" (Same, :^p. Qkly 850-85l) # In Article I a "Defending State"
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is dofinod r.s p. "victim of aggression" (Sane, p. 878), Ap'-lying these
.p2..-iV.cr-'- ' • h• csGS of Austria, tlie so-called Sudetonland, and
Eohunia-IIcravia. it : c obvirvs that "aggressions" occurred and that
Austria and Czechoslovakia r/ere the "Defending States". Article 6
of the draft providess
"Against the agvressor,"a State by becoming a defending State
or a co-defending State, acquires the rights -vhidi, if it
nere a belligerent, it mould have against an opposing belli'^erent,"
The "ComiiBnt" to this Article observes that acts pursuant to aggression
arc measured by the rules -^cr inter-bclligorcnt relationships in
ivartine (Same, p, 698). Article ih provLdes:
"Nothing in this convention shall be deemed -to excuse any
State for a violation of the himonitarian rules conccrnipg
the conduct of hostilities prescribed by international laY/
or ty a treaty to to r/hich it is a party."
Under "Comment" reference is made specifically to the Hague Conventions
of 1899 and 1907 (Same, p, 905).
'.Triting after the Nurnbcrg Judgment of the International Kilitary
Tribunal, the eminent jurist Quincy j'right arrived at exactly the
same nrinciple of la;v which has been quoted above from the article
by de Vabres.
, the law of vrar has been held to apply to intcrventionL,
inva.sions, aggressions and other uses of armed force in
foreign territories oven arhon there is no state of war ♦ .
(Q. 'Tright, in the /jnorican Journal of International Lay/,
January 19^47^ Vol. i^l, p. 61) ,
Tlio notion it is no crime to plunder a country and rob its
people as long as that country has succumbod to the • '^ver'/zhelming mil
itary po\7er of another State -.vithaut bloodshed'is not only contrary
to the UiT judgment but contrary to all of the principles of a civil-'
ized international community. There is no sound reason for treating
spoliation in Austria and Czechoslovakia ary differently than spo
liation in Poland or in France^ it v.'ou.ld bo a mockery if "the protection
of International Lav; v.ith rcspoct to conduct involving the entire
economy of ihe occupied country oxtandod only to nations rho were
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strong enoui^h to resist aggrGssion and if no punitive moasuros could
be oxpcctcd if tho aggressor conquered miiiout visible resistance#
Therefore, -m submit that war crimes ivithin the meaning of tho
Hague Convention and Control Council Lav; No, 10, caild and did occiir
y
in tho ca:.rso of the German occupations of Austria and Czechoslovakia.
ly lilvGn if this Tribunal should feel impcllod'to rule that 'Tar Crimes
could not occur in Austria and Czechoslovakia, depending upon connec
tion rdth Crimes against Feace, the acts charf^ed in Count VI night
properly be regarded as Crimes against Humanity. Furthemoro, all of
the evidence introduced to establish ".*ar Crimes in Austria and Czccho-
slovaId.a vrould be relevant to proof of the state of mind (subjective
attitudes) of tho defendants in parallel transactions and in proof
of tho overall German intention and planning to exploit occupied Europe,
If the -Tribunal shoiiLd hold, anomalously In the Prosecution viov;,
th^^t "Tar Crimes could occur in Bohenia-Horavia but not in Austria
'p and the Sudotenland, the follov/ing rjould result?
(l) The Sudeten coal transactions vould, for tho most part, bo
rulod out as rrar crimes by Raschc, Kehrl, Floiger and Koerner,
(2) The bank branches transactions "vould be ruled out as var
crimes by Rasche and ICehrl,
But:
(1) The coal transactions based on tho holdings of the Petschek
Bn.nlc in Praguo '•^ould remain as war criiriGS (Raschc, Kehrl, Floiger
and Koerner).
(2) The ""oinnann coal aryranization would substantially remain as
a v;ar ciime, since pressure after tho occupation of Bohemia-Moravia
v/as exerted upon the main office in Prague, upon the person of Hans
"'."cin3iann in Prague, and upon the "fcinnann bank in Prague, And the
holdings of t'-'cse Prague agencies ivere seized by the Gorman aryanizers
(Kehrl, Rasche and Ploigcr).
(3) The seizure of the E33, Prague, would be a war crime (Rasche,
Kehrl)•
(I4) -'-Ithough the initial "blocking" minority of 2^% in Poldihuette
and Urstc Biuenner was acquired through pressure on tho BEB before the
establishment of th^- "Frotoctorate", after the occupation of Bohcmia-
1'' Hor-avia additional shares were secured from those areas, largely by the
devices of confiscation (aryanization), Therefore, the charges relating-
to these enterprises would nroporly constitute v/ar crimes (Kehrl, Rasche,
Ilcigor, Koerner).
(p) The Skod-a, Bruenncir ' Taffen, a nd'*,itkomtz spoliations waild
constitute war crimes, since the property, parties, and coercion virere
all present vdthin Bohemia and Kora-via (fehrl, Rasche, Pleiger, Koemer),
(6) Aryanization in the occupied territory of Bohemia-Moravia
would constitute a •'•'ar crime (RaschD, Kehrl).
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C, Acts of Bollip-Grents Affoctinr: the /.p'^Iicability of the
Lc."".:s and. Customs of *7ar»
1, The 3f?Gct of German "IncorporatLons."
Tho Defense before the BIT claimed that Germany Tsras no longer
boxind by the rules of land r/arfare in many of the territories occupied
• during the var because Gerirany had completely subjugated those coun
tries and incorporated than into the Rciche Tho same contention has
been iDrosented in Case 11 and several other cases before the Military
Tribunals. In overruling ihis ccntcntion^, the BIT stated:
The doctrine was never considered to be applicable so long
as there T'as an army in the field attempting to restore
• the 6ccupied countries to their true o\7ncrs^ and in this
case^ therefarOj the doctrine could not apply to any terri
tory occupied after 1 September 1939. As to the *7ar Crimes
committed in Bohemia and Moravia, it is a sufficient answerftliat these territories Trcro never added to "the Roich, but a
more protectorate v/as established over than."
(Trial of the Major 'Tar Criminals, Vol. I, p. 25h)
Pursuant to this ruling 1he BIT found that war crimes had been
^ committed in the Protectorate of Bohemia-Moravia, in that portion of •
Poland, v.hich had allegedly been incorporated, into Germany (the
"".arthegau"), in tho provinces of Alsace-Lorraine in France, and in
•«
Yugoslavia, The judgment in Case against Fricdrich Flick for his
participation in the "Rombach" transaction also involved a determina
tion that tho alleged incorporation of Lorraine was a nullity. The
Tribunal in Case 3 made a similar detomination respecting tho attempted
I
annexation of parts of Poland. Tlie Farbon Tribunal also rejected the
argument ba.sed upon German incorporations or annexations in Poland
^ and Alsace Lorraine (Onlnion and Judgment, Ca..:o 6, p^ 79)* In the
Krupp case (Case lO), the TribnnaX held th--t the attempted incor
poration of Alsace was a nullity under International Law (Opinion
and Judgment, Case 10, p. i[0).
The purported incorporations of —ustria and tho "Sudeten"' area
fall squarely within the rule apelicablc to Bohemia-Horavia and the
other areas "annexed" by the Third Reich, since there v/ere armies in
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the at-tcmpting to restore both of these territories to their
true oi/ners. The r?artim(e declarations of the /.Hied Po'Ters establish
such ?.n intention.
The general position of the Prosecution is sustained in the
leading U. 3. Supreme Ca^rt case of De Lj.ma v Bidv/ell, 182 U.S., l-lQltj
21 Ct. 7h3i ^4.^ P. '^ d. lOlil (1902)j r/hich hold that conquest passed
no nationH title and that a change of sovereignty ovor territory could
only be accaiplished by the provisions of a treaty of peace, (3 :e
also: Tj.3. "Tar Department, Basic Field Manual on the Rules of Land
'"'arfaro, "ashington, I9I4O, Chapter 10, " Military Occupation"; and
Oppenhoim, ^rl69, p. 3^42 - the occupant nay not annex occupied terri
tories, nor create independent States, nor divide territories).
Secondarily, it nay be observed that the HIT rescr\'"ocl the ques
tion of 'd^othcr the "doctrine of subjugation, depondont as it is upon
military cojinuest, has any application nhoro the subjurgation is the
result of the crime of aggressive vfCT" (Trial of the Major "Tar
Criminals, Vol. I, p, 2hS) * Under the vicn of the "Stinson Doctrine",
u'hlch itself nas announced as a logical consequence of the Fact of
Paris, such subjugation is ineffective to alter legal status of terri
tory, Dr'inont authorities have declared that the Hague Rogulations
did appl '^" to Lazi occupations nnd "am orations" pursuant to threat
of war without actual hostilities (See Lcmkin, do Vabres, and "Tright,
cited above),
2. Puppet Governments
corollary to the attempt to justify v;ar crimes under the
doctrine of subjugation y/as the attom;_ab ty Germany to set up govern
mental machinery manned ty inhabitants of the occupied territories as
puppet governnentjs, to enact th'j ~.a.shes of the occupant. However,
belligerent occupation exists whenever the authority of the legitimate
pmer has passed to tlie occupant by va.rtuc of military force. Belli-,
gorcnt occupation extends to all territory whore such authority has
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been Gstablishcd ^.nd is Gxcrciscd in fact. It is hardly disputable
that th2 Gorran forces oxorciscd actual authority in oveiy county''
occupied by them. It is not arguable as a factual mattor that the
authority of the Gcman Goverment vjas never relinquished in any
country until Nazi armies had been dri \cn out. The German occupant
cannot escape the-limitations of tho.-Ha|?ao Convention through the
creation of satellite governmonts in certain of the occupied terri
tories, 1 grant of privilege or right to the occupajit by such govern
ments constitutes nothing more than the agent giving special por/ers
to the responsiblo principal as demanded by th^t principal.
This Yic.s clearly rscognizod in the judgment in Case 2 (the liilch
Case), Tdicro the Tribunal stated :"ith respect to a contention of tho
dofcndant that French civilian v.'or?:ors v/ho •''.'ore cmployod at T.'ar rork
in Germany after the conquest of Franco rorc sup'^liod by the French
Govornncnt under a solemn agreeuiont rdth the Reich:
"This contention entirely overlooks the fact that the Vichy
Govornncnt ivas a more puppet set up und-.r'German domination,
Tfhich, in full collaboration rdth Germany, took its orders
from Berlin,"
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 2, p. 19),
In Case 6 (Farbon), the Trib^mal j:)ointcd out that tho Vichy
Government exercised its poners against the interests of French
nationals, in compolling them to agree to Gorman demands for control
of the F'cnch chemical industry (Opinion and J-udgment, Case 6, p, 93),
The Krupp Tribunal (Case lO) determined that agroGmcnts botv/Gen tho
Vichy Government and the Third Reich trcre "contra bonus mores and
void" (Oieinion and Judgment, Case 10, p. 88). In Caso 10 also, tho
character of "indopondent" Vichy T;as demonstrated in tho finding that
by decree of Vichy if the o-nor of seized machinery refused to nego
tiate for the sale of the machinoi-y "ith the Germans, the onner lost
all claim for indemnification (Ooinion and Judgment, Case 10, p, it2),
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The Ililitary Tribunal convened at Rastatt in the French Zone of
Occupation in the Case of Hornann FuOGchlinr- and Others♦ stated?
, .the defendant asserts that he has thus secured the
aereenont of a Government rrhich ho. considered as the legal
Government of Francoj that he honever could not fail to
kncr.7 that this Government, rhethcr legal or not, applied
the Gnman oolicy in France in a se'-'vile manner and com
mitted treason against its country in dancing to the tune
of the cnemyj ..."
(Opiiiion and Judgment, Roochling Case, p. 9)
The ar-gumont of the Defense deliberately ignores tho character
of the Vichy Government, the lo-ading representatives of yiiich h".vc
been liangcd or imprisoned by the French people as traitors and
collaborators. No one can doubt that the novcrnment of a Laval T:ho
promised to deliver hundreds of thousands of French slaves to
Sauckol (Hxh. 2281, R-12li (H), D3 120) , sought far more to ingratiate
itself T-dth German masters than to secure the legitimate rights of
tho citizens of Franco. Tho acts of the Vichy Government and
"troatios" concluded betmoon Vichy and Berlin must be regarded as
disguises cloaking oxtronc demands and exploitation by the German
y
occuoiors.
]y Tho Norr/cgian Supreme Court ha.s held su.milarly that the Quisling
Govcmnent must bo regarded as an agent and creature of the Gcman
occupa.nt (ird-S Rule in Occupied Durope, cited above, p. 11)
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It is further urgucd that tho Hague Convention and Regulations
do not apply to the case of occupied Franco becauso there vas an
arm.istice. This argunent ignores tho fact that the Franco-German
armistice of 23 Juno 19liO granted to Germany only "all the rights
of tho occupying po\7or"_, ivhich rights during hostilities are those
orovidcd by tho Hague Regulations. Fu- thomoro, as tho articles of
the Hague Rogulationsj Articles 36-111, indicate, an armistice agree
ment merely suspends hostilities, r/ithout changing tho rules of
belli'"•cront occupation.
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D. Tho RoquiroinGnts of the Kcgulntjons to the Fourth Haf^ue
Convention of 1907.
Tho Articles of tho Hague Rec^^-lations particularlj'- relevant to
the charges of Count VI are tho follo\"ri.ng;
Article h2 - Territory is considered eccupiod ivhon it is
actually placed under tho authority of tho hostile army.
The occupation extends only to tho territory where such
authority has been established end can be exercised.
Article h3 - The authority of the legitimate pov.'cr having in
fact passed into Lhe hands of the occupant, the latter shall
take all measures in his power to restore, and ensure, as '
far as possible, public order and safety, vjhile respecting,
unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the country,
rticlo I46 - Family honour and rights, the lives of persons, and
rivate property, as r/ell as religious convictions and practice,pr
must bo rospocted.
Private property cannot bo confiscated.
Article 1^7 - Pillage is formally forbidden.
Article 1;8 - If, in the territory'' occupied, tho occupant
collects tho taxes, duos, and tolls inposod for the benefit
of tho Stato, he shall do so, as far as is possible in
accordance with the rules of assessment'and incidonco in
1 force, and shall in consoquenco be bound to defray the ex-
^ pensGS of the administration of tho occupiod torritoi^'' to
the sane extent as the legitimate Government was so bound.
i)
Article h9 - If, in addition to tho taxes mentioned in the
above Article, the occupant levies other money contributions
in the occupied territory, this shall only bo for the needs
of tho army or of the administration of the territory in question.
Articlo 52 - Requisitions in Icind and services shall not bo
demanded from municipalitios or inhabitants except for tho
needs of tho army of occupation; They shall be in proportion
to tlio resources of the countrg^, and of such a nature as not
to involvG the inhabitants in the obligation of taking mrt
in iTtili'aary operations against thoir own country.
Such requisitions and services shall, only be demanded on tho
authority of tho commnd.er in the locality occupied.
Contributions in kind shall as far as possible bo paid for
in cashj if not, a receipt shall be given and the payment
of tho amount duo shall be made as soon as possible.
Articlo'53 ~ An army of occupation can only take possession
of cash, funds, and ro.".li?;able securitios'which are strictly '
tho property of the'State, depots of arms, moans of transport,
stores and supplies, and, generally, all movable property
belonging to the State ^-'hich may bo usod for military operations,
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All ap:":liancGSj whothor on land, at sea, or in the air,
adapted for the transnission of nevjs, or for the transport
of persons or things, exclusive ox*cases governed h^ naval
lair, depots of arns, and generally, all kinds of amnunitions
of ¥7ar,'na7 bo seized, even if thoj^ belong to private indi
viduals, but must be restored and cnnpensation fixed when
pDaco is made.
Article 5^5 - iho occupyinp State shall be regarded only as
adnin5-Strator and usufructuarj'" of public ' uiiding-^, real
estate, forests, and agricultural estates belonging to tho
hostile State, and situated in the occupied country. It
oust safeguard the capital of those properties, and adninistor
then in accordance T/ith the rules of usufruct.
1. I'Taintonance of Public Order and Safety
(ca) Analysis
Article ii3 of the Hague Regulations provides:
"The authority of the Icgitinato power having in
fact passed into tho hands of tho occupant, the
latter shall take all tlic noasures in his power to
restore, and ensure, as far as possible, public
order and safety, v/hilc respecting, unless absolu
tely prcvontod, the lavrs in force in the country."
Tho Article pernits the occupjring poi'/cr to expropriate or seize
either public or private property where necessary to preserve public
order and safety. Thus, if private property is abandoned, the occupying
power nay take possession to insure that the prooorty is not destroyed
and to ro-ostablish onploynont. The occupying power is required in such
a case to treat this possession as a conservatory for the rightful
owner's interest (Judgment, Case p. llOOl). Public property, which
of necessity must bo abandoned by the logitinato power, nay also be
taken over and operated by tho occupant for the sane reasons. Tho
necGssit3r for protecting the occupation forces against the dangers of
attack nay also justify certain typor of seizures or expropriation in
the interest of public order and safety under Art"! clc li3. But this par
ticular phase of securing public order and safety is provided for noro
specifically in Articles ^2 and 53 (Requisitions) of the Hague Rogu-
lations.
2k -
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ihc o:-:propriation of proporty, oithcr public or nrivatoj whon
nocaEsitatGd by public order and safety docs not authorize the utili
sation of such property in violation of the over-all prohibitions against
using the prnporty of the onciry territory for needs other than those of
the occupation. Seizure v/hich is found necessary for the protection of
public order and safety may logitr-iatoly be followed only such action
as ensures the naintenanco of public order and safety against the
threat y/hich may have necessitated the seizure in the first place,-
Sxpropriation of property under cirairistances which indicate that the
requirenents of public order and safety were not the motivating factor,
or Gveii considered as reason, for crpropriation at the tLno cannot later
be justified as having been necessitated by the requirements of public
order and safety. The intent to provide for the econonic needs of
German production for ex-^mple, belies ^ny later claim during the couso
of criminal proceedings involving such property, that such property
was seized in order to maintain public order and safety.
Article ^3 in addition to authorizing and requiring the occupant
to maintain public order and safety at the same time places liinitations
upon the activities of the occupant. This restriction is found in the
clause xhich requires the occupant to respect, unless absolutely pre
vented, the Laws in force in tho occupied country. This provision ro- •
fleets one of tho basic standards of tho Hague Regulations themselves,
that the porsonal and private rights of persons in the occupied territory
shall not bo interfered with except as justified by enorgoncy conditions.
The occupying poy/er is forbidden from imposing •'^ ny neiy concept of
municipal law upon the occupied territory unless such provision is re
quired by the public order and safety referred to above. An enactment
by tho German occupation forcos of Ir.ws imposing Nazi racial theories
can certuainly not be j 'stified l^y the ncccssitios of putdic order ard
safety.
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T^ic'n ciisorininAtory lars aro passod Trhich affect the property
rights of private individuals, subsequent transactions involving such
proi^erty vdll in themselves constitute violations of Article I46, as
disCTisscd subsequently herein. The fact that tlie decrees requiring
the confiscation of property provided for tho appointment of adminis
trators or truste-^s does not signify that those- trustees or adninistra
tors vioTQ appointed in order to protect the rights of the persons dis
criminated against. This question r/as dealt mth by Tribunal II in
Case I4 (Pohl Case) :
"All of the interests of the trustee T/cre violGntl2'' opposed
to those of the costui qui trustont, Tho recognized concept
of a trustee is that he stands in the shoes of his beneficiaries
and acts for their benefit and in opposition to any oncroachmcnt
on their rights. Hero, hcp.vovGr, tho trustee ras in the sorvicc
of advorso intorosts and acted at all times under <an impelling
motive to serve thoso interests at tho expense of his bene
ficiaries. Actually, the trustoosliip was a pure fiction. It
cannot bo believed that it was ever the plan of tho Hoi oh to
return'any of the confiscated property to its former Jomsh
owners, most of whom had fled and disappeared or been exter
minated,"
(Judgment, Case ij, Tr. p, 8095)
(tj# Proccdents and Appliccations,
Tribunal VI in Case 6 declared:
. , it is said that the action was in conformity with
the obligation of the occup '^lng poiTor to r.store an orderly
economy in tho occupied torritory. "ITg are not able to accept
this defense. The facts indicate that tho acquisitions were
not primaril},^-for tho purpose of restoring or maintaining the
local economy, but wore rather to enrich Farben as part of a
general plan to dominate tho industries involved, ail as a
part of Farben's assorted 'claim to leadership' . , ,
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 6, pp, 81^-85)
And further:
, , Tho disruption of in'ustry in Alsacc-lorrainc may
have made it necessary for the occup^dng authorities to re
activate tho plants, but t'lis dofensc is not available when
it is sho-an clearly th-'t F?.rhen'3 ixirpose v/as the permanent
acquisition of tho plants and not their mere reactivation
in tho interest of the local cconor^,"
(Sajne, pp. II9-I20)
w-
i
Under this vier/, ivhero the facts establish th-t the defendants
acted to seize and operate properties bolonaing to the ^cupicd terri
tories in order (l) to add to the holdings of their or'n enterprises,
(2) to assist Geman production and r;ar needs, such seizures and oper
ations c nnot bo Justified by Article i;3.
In the seizure and adn.inistration of "ritko-.7itz., pursuant to the
"Lar: for the nofense of the Gom.an Reich", ,tho defendants RASCIIS, OIRL,
PEIGdIR and KOERN R acted both to secure permanent possession by the
Homa.nn Gooring 'Uorko of this enterprise and to operate the enterprise
in the interest o.-" the Geman -ar econony. In the seizure of Polish
iron and steel plants, the same intentions r.-cre nanifest on the p?.rt
of K03EtER and PlillGSR. In the operations of the BKO, the some objec-
tiTos, personal aggrandizement and the roquirorionts of Geman T/ar indus-
try, i7ero sought by PLCHGR and ICG.'TthlR, The operations of the HTO
in ivl-dch KO:iP.HiR parti cinatcd significantly, cannot bo Justified by
the iTovlsions of Article l\3 since it is nanifest that they v/ere de
signed to dispossess the true onners of property and to reduce the
holdangs and neiraro of the occupied Polish torritorios, in the interests
of Geman nationals and the Geman economy. The oporatlons of the Get-
t/fasor onterprisos in tho occupied Baltic States and parts of Russia,
directed as they nere to producing textiles and ran materials for the
Wohrrruacht and home consumption of iiio Roich, cannot bo Justified by the
provisions of Article 1^3,
It is clear fror^ tho rtcoided cases tb,t discriniaatory loEislatlon
applied to the occupied territories constitutes a violation of tho
roquirenonts of Article i,3. In Case 3, I^i'a.nal II, citing as authority
tho Preanble to fte Haruo Convention rjid Articles 23 (h)^ h3, and 1)6
of the Ilar^iG R'^gul.ations, stated:
^Article 23 (h) states: , ; it is cspooially forbiddenfo doclaro abolished, suspended, or inadmissible in, a Court if'lav.
the rights anc -actions of the nationals of the hostile oarty,"
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"The cxtonsion to ojid application in those torritorics
oi tho discriminatory la"; against Polos and Jg''s "''as in
fm-thcrancG of tho avov.'od purpose of racial porsocution and
oxtormination. In the passing and. onforcomont of that laa;
the occup;;/inf' pmvor in our opinion violated the provisions
Ox tho Hague Conventions."
(Judgvicnt, Case 3, Tr. p. 10777)
In Ca'0 10, Tribunal III observed:
''All Gnactnont by tho GGrman occupation authorities imposing
hazi racial thcorios cm'.ot bo justified by the noccssities
oi public order and safety;' , , , IThon discriininatory lav;s
arc passed nhich affect tho proporty rights of private indi-
•viduals, subsequent transactions based on those'Istts and in
volving such property v;ill in 'huansGlvos constitute vi'^lations
of Article I46 of the Eague Eofp'la.tions,"
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 10, 0. 21)
In accordance v;ith th.j.s principle, the Krupp Tribunal (Ca.se 10)
founa criminal tho lease of a building in Paris from an aryanization
"trustee" (Opinion and Judgment, Case 10, p. 3I). The sar.e Tribunal
found that there nas a crime on the part of ofilcials -where the
hrupp enterprise signed a lease for t!"-e use of an enterprise (Liancourt
property) held by an "administrator" appointed under anti^Jovdsh lar/s*
In tnis case Krupp had at+omptod to secure legal title additionally but
had never been successful. Operation of tho onterprisG under sudi
auspices constituted tho crime (Opinion and Judgment, Case 10, pp.
2S-31!).
The Nazi Govemmont's anti-Jer-dsh decrees T.-ero extended to tlio
occupied countries of Suropc as each in turn ivas invadtid. These lav'S
T/ore not only designid to impose Nazi racial theory but r;orc consGio^isly
employed as a means of acquiring ^oropcrty in the occupied countries and
of infiltrating into t'-'o local cconomios (Trial of tho Taj or far
Criminals, Vol. 1, p. 23h). As the evidence of Case 11 shoms over and
over again, "ai^-anization" as a moans o economic penetration ivas em
ployed jxirtlcularly in the occu"iiad countries of the 7?est and Gzacho-
Slovakia mth the oconomic motive being dominant!
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The case against RASCUS shons agoncios of the Drosdncr Bank, oon-
trollod by hin, engagod in widesproad transfers of property under tho
auspices of and in cooperation Tdth_ tlio Nazi Government ,and its dis-
oriminatoiy legislation, in HolW., Belgiva, Poland, CzechDslovalda
and Austria. Acquisition of confiscated Jovash stocks and bonds from
the Reich's "trustee", Lipmann-Eosonthal, in Holland, was in violation
of Article 1,3 of the Hague RocuLations. Tho negotiations and transfer
of Tcircnann coal properties, pursuant to s-ale by tho "aryanization"
trustee, for tho benefit of the Homann Gncring ITorkc subsidiary
"Subag", constituted a crime under Article 1,3 on tho part of RASCIE,
KSmL, PL3IG:®, and KOBEriE. Handling of tho acecmts of agencies
administrating seized Jcmsh properties by the Handolstrust B'ost and
the BBB, subsidiaries of the Drosdncr Bank under the supervision of
PuiSCin, constitutes a further violation of Article i,3. The activities
of BUT in disposing of former Polish and Jewish properties are charge
able as orimos under this article. So, too, tho swelling of Goman
security holdings in Poldiliuotto, Drsto Bruonncr, Skoda, Bmennor
•Tafionworke and r.Utkcr.vitz (in Bohemia-lioravia) by the device of oonfis-
cating all Jewish OTmod securities is a crine under Article 1,3, charge
able to PuiSGIEj KEHRL, FIEJGER, and ECCRIER
It Irs bo urged by the Defense, oddly e,iaigh, that violations
of Article ^6 may be Justified by Mazi discriminatory Icgislationr''
But it is quite impossible to porml.t violations of tho rights of pro
perty (protected boy Article 1,6) by virtue of laws which thomsolvos are
H further violations of Articles and 23 (h). Porsecution enacted in
tto'^ Ronubric^nri^of the Protection of
fo^oos.''''''® '^"'" oocupiod by'tho GcrnL amod
2/ Kohrl Ilotlon, 23 April I9I18 .
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the brm of lav/ as part of a systCTiatic political philosophy advocatocl
by tho occupant can in no i;ay bo said to contribut; to the 'aoint'^ nanco
1/of. "ixiblic order and safety,"
2i Private Property
(a) Analysis
Tho basic provision of the Hague Rogulatlons dealing
Tdth private property is Article ii6 v.hich provides as follor/s:
"Family honor and rights, the lives of persons, and private
property, as ivell as roligiious convictions and practice, must
bo respected. ' '
"Pi-lva^to property cannot be confiscatod."
Tho requirement th'>t private property must be respected is of
course a broader protection for tJic inhabitants of the occuniod terri
tories tha.n tho prohibition against confiscation of private property.
Violation of t '^is protection need not roach the status of confiscation.
InterfGroncc rdth any of tho nornal incidents of enjoyment of quiot
✓
occupancy .and use, v,-g submit, is forbidden. Such incidonts include,
among other things, the right to personal possession or operation,
control of tho purpose for which the nropcrty is to bo used, disposition dl'V
of arch property, and the right to tho onjojnont of the income doriTod
from tlic property.
The protections of Article [16 are sn.bjoct to certain exceptions
contained in the Hague Roguletions t^.or.isolves vhich permit the occu
pant to deal v; ith private property in n very rc.strictod fashion
||f (Articles U3, ^2, among others). Certainly, hoa-over, none of tlio
oxcoptions permit actions r/bich ajnouiib to (l) a complotG dispossession
of the ormor and (2) utilization of property for the benefit of persons
other than tho orncr and against the econony of the country of the OTmor
or (3) T7hich involve tho amer, through his property, in taking part in
the T/aging of v/ar.
I - •
y o" Belligerent Qccu-atioh, J.A.G.S,, Hn. ^8-39s underpublic order arfd safot;y» a bolllgcrcnt my indeed k:oer crriporcial .and
business life functioning, but not hinder or stop it. Th- ri^ht of
bolligerent -occupation, which i.-i rroylBlcmal in ohnrhctor, ccdsts undor
S thoicc"Snlr' " convoni:::::^
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Tho iDi-otcctions of Article I|6j r.s already noted, are subject to
the errccptions provided by Article ii3 rclatinp to the maintcnancG of
public order and safety an:l by Article 5^3 (naracraph 2) permitting
the seizure of certain named proncrtios (not anrlioable nitb resiXict
to the actix-ltios charged '^gainst any of the defendants in Case ll)
and "generally, -11 kinds of amnunitions of v/ar,"
Tlx) protections of Article 16 are also subject to the linportant,
but United, exceptions provided by Article ^2 of the Hague Rog'il.a-
tions which states:
"Requisitions in kind .and services shall not bo dern-sndcd
from municipalities or inhabitants e: cept for tho needs
of the army of occupatior!. They shr.ll bo in proportion
to tlio resources of the coimtry, and of such a nature as
n t to involve the inhabitants in tho obligation of ta.ldj-ig
part in military operations against their oiTn cc-ntry.
"Such requisitions -^nd sorvic :s shall only bo dcnancV-d '
on tho authority .of tho connandcr in the locality occupiod.
"Contributions in kind shall a.s far as possible bo paid
xor in case; if not a rocei'ot shxall bo given and tho paamont
of tho .amount due shall be ma.dc as soon as possible." '.
Thus, Article d2 not only limits requisitions tq. "t'ho needs of
tho. army of occuoation", bat imposes further limitations upon that
privilege, ouch requisitions must he "in propoi'tion to the roscmrcos
of tho coxmti^di .p.nt; they may not "involve the inhabitants in tho obli-,
gation of taking part in military operations against their ov'/n country."
/- forced taking under Glrclmstancos in which tho orjnor might have
voluntarily sold if g5,von tho choice, is nonetheless requisition. If
no consideration is •affered, confiscation is clearly involved, j.oreovor,
- 31
coinpGnsPvtion or offer of considcrationj rdthoiit rorrard to adequacy
of such considoration_,a.ffords no nrotoction under Article 5;2. Nor
docs full- conixinsation furnish any such protection if the requisition
is aitsidc tiic scofx) of acts pcTn:u3sihlo under Article $2,
The violaidons of the provisions protoctinrr the right of
individuals in their property extend to r.rv;,- Icind of good in Trhich a
proprietary'- or possessory interest is possible. Not only movables,
butr- business property, securities, and natural resourcus T;hich are
the proj-crty of private CT/nors are protected by Articles h6 and ^2.
An infringemont of private pro-xrty rights nay occur -.7horc the
transfer of rights is legal in form, as by a contract concluded under
pressure, threats, or any forn of connulsion. The propor tost is
deprivation of proprietary interest cagainst th'j rill, and desire of
the cr;nier. Under the circunstancos of occunation, transfers of
-I interests betyrcon the occupied inhabitrnts ojid citizens of the
occupant -aust bo scrutinized •'Tith oxtror.o ,caro. TTherc the tr-ansfcr
is desired anr' aiy^ortcd by the official agencies of the Nazi
g
occupant, any transaction mst bo regarded vrith' oven greater suspicion.
•I •
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CfV Precedents and .AcplicStioiis.
Tribunal IV, in the Plick Case, held Priedrich Plick
criminally responsihle for activities in connection v/ith the
Romhach properties in Alsace-Lorraine "because "while the original
seizure may not have "been unlawful, its subsequent detention from
the rightful owners was vron^ul." (Case 5, Tr. p. IIOOS), Flick's
conduct as a "trustee" of seized property, after the limited period
of time when seizure for maintenance nf pu"blic order and safety v/as
justified, constituted a violation of Article 46 of the Regulations.
In Case IS (Krupp), Tribunal VI stated generally:
"As the records of the Hague Peace Conference
of 18S9 which enacted the Hague Regulations
show, great emphasis was placed by the narti-
cipants on Ihe protection of invaded terri
tories and the preamble, just cited, also known
as the 'Martens Clause,' was inserted at the
request of the Belgian delegate, Mertens, wh^
was, as were others, not satisfied with Ihe
protection specifically guaranteed to "fielli-
• 'j " occupied territory. Hence, not only the
" wording (which specifically mentions the
'-'•illlHw 'inhabitants' before it mentions the "^Belli-
' geronts') but also the discussions v/hich tock
olace at the tira© make it clear that it re-
„ fers speclficf^lly to belligerently occupied
* territory. The preamble is much more than a
pious declaration. It Is a general clause,
making the usages established amongocivl-
lized nations, laws of humanity, and the
dictates of public conscience into the legal
yardstick to be a.ppT'.ied if and when the spe
cific provisi no of the Convention and the
Regulations annexed to It do not cover spe-
/ cific cases occurring in werfare, or con-
commitant to warfare.
r
A
"However, it will hardly be necessary to refer
to these more general rules. The Articles of
the Hagoie Regul^lons , quoted above, are ' •.J
clear and unequlvoca-1. Their essence is: if, . /
as a result of war action, a belligerent occu
pies territory of the adver-^ary, he does not,
thereby, acquire the right to dispose of
property in thp.t territory, except according
to the strict rules laid down in the Regu
lations, The economy of the belligerently
oecuplad territory is to b© kept intact,
except for the carefully defined permissions
given to the occupving authority— permissions
which all refer to the army of occupation.
Just as the inhabitants of the occupied
4 '
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territory must not "be forced to
to help the enemy In waging the
war against their own country or
their own country's allies, so
must the eoon-omic assets of the
occupied territory not be used
in such a manner."
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 10,
pp. 18-19, underlining in original)
In specific instances Tribunal III found
of
a violation Articles 46 and 52 where the Krupp enter
prise seized, and sought to compel the sale of machin
ery which was then used by "Kcupp for the German war
effort, instead of employed in civilian or peacetime
production as cheretofore. (Opinion and Judgment,
Cape 10, p. 41). Where property in Alsace-Lorraine
was taken over by the Krupp firm '"Slmag"), the French
stockholders being removed from the area of the seized
plant, and it was shown that the Krupp firm intended to
j, permanently hold the Elmag •properties, a violation of
private property rights was found (Sane, pp, 37-40)^
In this case the property was declared by the German
authorities to be "enemy property" and Krupp had
leased the plant. The enterprise was converted to
German war production and ultimately, in the German re- '•p
treat, ma.chinery was evacuated by the Krupp enterprise^.
Each of these subsequent steps was an additional crime.
The Tribunal found that there was no Justification for
the original seizure, retention, and removals; the en
tire transaction disregarded the obligations imposed by
Article 46.
Under these rulings, the seizure and
operation cf the Polish iron and steel enterprises by
and KOj;i^E_E? machinery removals from
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these enterprises, constituted an unjustified viola
tion of the Hague Regulations.' The seizure and opera
tion, and removals from, the de Wendel properties in
northern France, by PLEIGSH and KOSHNER,. falls directly
under the rule of Elmag transaotiori xn the Krupp case
♦
and the Rombach transaction in the Flick Case. The
seizure and operation of Witkowitz in the interest of
the German war economy, with the intention to perma
nently acquire, constitutes a crime on the part of
PA3CHS, KEHRL, KOEHNER^ and PLEIGER. The seizure and
operation of the Poldihuette, Erste Bruenner, Skoda,
and Bruenner Waffen enterprises, and the Sudeten coal
properties, in the Interests of German production and
war ecanomy, constitutes a violation of Articles 46 and
52, for which RAGGHS, KEHRL, KaOEHI^ER and Pi^IGER ^re
responsible.
The Tribunal in Ga-^e 6 (Farben) in very substan
tial agreement with the principles announced in the
Krupp Case, declared:
1'^ ?. offenses against, propertyde..lned in the Hague Regulations are broad
i"? PJ^^r-aseology and do not admit of anydistinction between 'plunder' in the restric
ted sense of acquisition of physical proper
ties, which are the subject matter of the
cr.lme, and the plunder or spoliation .resul-
ulng _rom acquisition of intangible, property
such as is involved in the acquisition of
acquisition or control,through any other means, even though apparent
ly legal in form.
"We deem it to be of the essence of the crime
of plunder or spoliation that the o^'ner be
deprlvea of nls property involuntarily and
against hie will.,..!i
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 6, p. 75).
S X,
%
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Slse^vhere, this Tribunal observed:
.Gommeroial transactions entered intoby private individuals which might be en
tirely permissible and legal, in time of
peace r non-belligerent occupation may
assume an entirely different aspect during
belligerent occupation and should be closely
scrutinized where acquisitions of property
are involved, to determine whether or not
the rights of property, protected by the
Hague Regulations, have been adhered to,.,,"
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 6, p. 78).
"Where private individuals, including lur-
istio persons, proceed to exploit the mili-
acquiring private property
against the will and consent of the former
action, not being expressly Jus
tified by any applicable provision of the
Hague Regulations, is in violation of inter
national law. The payment of a price or
other adequate consideration does not, under
such clrcurastr-nces; relieve the act of its un-
Similarly where a privateindividual or Juristic persons becomes a
party to unla^vful confiscation of public or
private property by planning and executing
a well-defin&d design to acquire such pro
perty permanently, acquisition under such
circumstances subsequent to the confiso.-^tion
constitu-es conduct in violation of the
Hague Regulations."
(Opinion and Judgmenti, page 72-73),
Generally, the Parben Tribunal held that no consent
to the transfer of properties would be construed where
there were threats, intimidation, pressures of various
kinds (such as control and allocation of raw materials),
and where the opposite party was "exploiting the posi
tion and power of the military occupant." (Opinion and
Judgment, p, 77). It is obvious that where the ac
quiring party, government official or "private" person,
re£r£s£n_ts the military occupant (the Nazi Government)
itself, no detailed showing that the position and power
of the military occupant was exploited is necessary.
The findings of pressure and coercion made in the
Parben case provide interesting parallels to"the fact
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situations in Case 11. The "Francolor" trf?nsaction,
to illustrate, contained the same elements as the
Sudeten coal transactions. A new company was orga.nized
"by Far'ben interests, da-signed to tshe over the assets
of the individual enterprises composing the' French chem
ical industry. At the ^'negotiations"; the German
representatives told the French representatives that they
must mal^:e "an adjustment to the new conditions." Physi
cally controlling some of the enterprises and the
rallocation of raw materials, the Farben delegates were
able to compel the French to accept a "syndicate agree—
-* ment" wherein Farben obtained a 51;^ majority (Opinion
and Judgment; Case 6, pp. 93—96). On these facts the
Tribunal, adjudged several defendants participating in
"t^he negotiations or informed thereof to be guilty of a
completed spoliation transaction.
In the case of the Sudeten coal properties, and
also in the case of the "syndicate agreements" for
Polidihuette, the Frste Bruenner, Bruenner Waffen, and
Shoda, completed in response to the "new and changed
conditions", with the German Government as an interested
S and demanding party Itself, the violation of the Hague
M *1
Regulations is even more obvious. •i'i
In Oase 6, the Tribunal held that where Farben
acquired a plant in Alsace-Lorraine, which had been con
fiscated by the Reich, the regulations protecting private
property were violated (Opinion and Judgment. Case 6,
pp. 92-93). Applying the same rule, PLEIGFH n.nd KOIRNSR
are guilty of war crimes in receiving, operating, or
allocating French steel properties in Alsace-Lorraine,
I LEIGiR, RASCHF; KFHRL, and KOSRNER are guilty of war
37 -
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crimes in either advising and planning; or ordering the
confiscation of the Petschek and Weinman coal properties,
or receiving or allocating these properties. PhSIC-HR
and KOiRNilH a'^e guilty of additlon-al war crimes in the
planning, acquisition, allocation, and operation of Polish
plants confiscated by agencies of the Third Heich.
In the Nordlsk-Lettmetall transaction, the Farhen
Tribunal fur-ther determined that there was pressure upon
the French holders in Norsk-Hydro, compelling them to
\ "become parties to the German Government plan for creating
Nordisk-Lettmet.all, i.n_the_facjfc alo_n_e Jth_^t_the German
Government_was_s£onsoring_ the new £lan^ The French, were
found to have acceded to the German proposals from fear
of compulsory measures if they refused. Furthermore, the
Tribunal held that the Frercch were unjustly deprived of
a majority interest in Norsk Hydro through the device of
increasing the share capital at a meeting ^rom which the '
% French were barred, (Opinion and Judgment, Case 6, pp.
89-91).
When Dresdner Bank sought to obtain a majority
interest in the BFB, ,^GCHS convened a meeting, dominated
by Iresdner representatives, at which the share capital
was increased and the additional shares v;ere purchased by
. preadner, ^-Vhen the German firm Hheinmetall-Borslg sought
to Capture the Butch firm Werkspoor, RASGHS closely
cooperating in the attempji of the German interests, one
of the proposed devices was the Increase In Werkspoor
share capital. When Subag had been created, and took over
certain Petschek properties, it was proposed by subor
dinates of RASCKE that Petschek shares be b'^rred from
general meetings. The same suggestion was carried out in
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fregard to Welnmann properties and shares. These devices
• v.^ere the means whereby property Interests were reduced
and nullified. These devioesj following the Farben rule,
constituted a violation of private property protected by
the Hague Regulations.
In the Roechling Ga se, the Military Tribunal ruled
that the use of plants, "trusteed" to the defendant, for
the war purposes of the occupying .State was in itself a.
war crime (Opinion and Judgment, Roechling Case, ppoT-S).
Furthermore, the Tribunal found that Roechling "going
beyond his duties of control and information...behaved as
if he was absolute owner of tie se enterprises, partalcing
in expulsion measures undertaken against the rightful
owner;" (Opinion and Judgment, Roechling Case, p. 7).
On these tests, RASGES, KFHRL, PLEIGFR, and KOFHNSR,
violated the laws of war in' replacing the directorates
^ and managements of Poldihuette, Srste Bruenner, Skoda,
Bruenner Waffen, Witkowitz, the BEB, and the Sudeten
coal properties, and in planning to operate most of these
enterprises in the interests of German war production,
beyond the needs of the army of occupation. 'So too,
PLEIGER, and KOERRER coromitted war crimes in the manage
ment and utilization of the iron and steel plants in
Alsace-Lorraine and Poland,
The Defense suggests that the Hague Regulations do
not prohibit the taking over and exploitation of natural
resources, asserting that aomething in the nature of this
kind of property requires the application of a different
rule than Is applicable to other property, it should bo
pointed out that the, right of eminent domain In national
territory resides In the sovereign state, and that the
-39^
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belligerent occupant decidedly does not gain sovereignty,
Nothing in the Hague Regulations or the decisions of the
Tribunals which have been examined indicates that the
occupant obtains such a special privilege to invade
private rights and holdings in raw materials and na.tura,l
resources, such as oil, coal,iron and other mineral ores.
To the contr?iry, the International Military Tribunal
convicted Funk in part because of his participation in
the exploitation of occupied territories through the
ar.ency of the "Continental Oil Company which was charged
with the exploitation of the oil resources of occupied
territories in the East," (Trial ofJ£aj£^_%3?_0riminals^
Voi, I, p. 306), In Case 10 (Krupp)the defendants were
convicted for the removal of iron ores and semi-finished
materials from the occupied territories (Opinion and
Judgment, Case lo, pp. 45-60),
It is contended by the Pefense in Case 11, and has
been contended by the Defense in every case in Nurnberg,
that there is a very broad right of requisition on the
part of the occupant, such as to vindicate almost every
invasion of private rights,i/and to completely override
the provisions of Article 46 of the Hague Regulations,
Under Article 52 the right to requisition is limited in
terms by three standards: (1) that the requisition be for
the needs of the army of occupation; (2) that the requi-
eltlon should not exceed the sources of the occupied
territory; and (3) that the inh-^bitants of the occupied
territory should not be compelled, to take part in the
waging of war against their own country.
1/ notion hy Counsel for Kohrl, 23 Ipial 19l}8,
-ho -
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IEarner has pointed out the removals of livostoch,
m.-^chinery, and equipment "by the Germans* during World
War I, in order to iHraintain German industries and for
the benefit of the German home population v^as "nothing
more than pillage and spoliation under tho. disguise of
requisitions." V
"....it is qui-ce clear from the language snd
context of Art. 23 (g) as well as the discuss
ions on it in the Conference that it was never
intended to authorize a military occupant to
despoil on an extensive scale the Industrial
establishments of occupied territory or to
transfer their machinery to his own country
for use in his home industries. What was in
tended merely was to authorize the seizure
or destruction of private property only in
exceptional cases when it Wcas can imperative
necessity for tho conduct of military opera
tions in the territory under occupation.o
This view is further strengthened "by Article
46^whlch requires bellip-erents to respect pnony
private pr "Sporty anrl Trhich foa'hiis cnfiacaticnj anc! by
ii.rticlc hi "i/hich arohibits pillago,"(Garner, cited above, p. 124).
Feilchenfeld obse-ryes that requisitions may not be
made "for an army of the occupant stationed in another
occupied or invaded area" or "to enrich the occupant's
home country." Furthermore, raw rac?.terials may not be
seized to aid Industry in the home country of the occu
pant. (Feilchenfeld, cited above, pp. 34-36),
According to Oppenheim, the doctrine of requisitions
a.nd contributions arose out of the early theory that "war
must support war." The Hague Conventions repudiated that
theory and sought to prevent placing the burden of main
taining the oocupant'e waging of war upon the inhabitants
of the occupied territory. Thus requisitions were limited
strictly to the needs of the army of occupation. "They
1/
- Garner, J^^^erni^tlonal Law and tho World War, Wol. ti,
a k '• OiPP^nHeTm, In'tecnutTonal Law. .
FeiTcHeEfelT,"s7lC,
Tlli)7 fpT 1^3!)7-
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must not be made In order.to supply the belligerent's
general needs," (Oppenhelm, cited above, paragraph 147,
p» 381; see, footnote to p. 518 - the Germans ignored
these limita.tions in World War I and sought to Justify
their crimes by the plea of "'hecessity, ,
It has also been urged by the lefanse thnt, in
addition to- the right to requisition, there is a broad
poi^rer of talcing goods in the form of "booty." As
Oppenhelm explains, "booty" refers to an extremely narrow
^ and well-defined class of goods, including public movable
property found bat^l^f j^el^d and private militra.ry
ij ^c '^^ lpment found £.^_.a_battle_fi,eld_^ Private "letters, c.ash
or jewelry" may not be appropriated as booty (Oppenhelm
cited above, paragraph 144, pp. 314-315),
^ It has also been contended that Article 55 grants
wide powers to the occupant with respect to private pro
perty. Even as to public property the occupant is per—,
raitted to take possession only of ^'cash, funds, and rea
lizable securities which are strio-trl..y the property of the
State, depots of arms, means of transport, stores and
supplies, and, generally, all movable property belonging
I to the state which may be used for military operations."
In the realm, of p.rivate property, only communication and
^ "transportation appliances, depots of arras, rnd, "gene'^ -'^ lly,
sll kinds of ammunition of war, may be seized," Since none
of these kinds of properties are involved in the charges
of Case 11, the Defense can derive no aid or comfort
from this regulation.
Finally, Defense Counsel have urged that where the
form of n contract fo.r the transfer of property rights
exists, no violation of Articles 46 or 52 is possible*
The reasoned decisions .which have been cited effectively
4
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i(dispose of this Gontentlon, A forced contract amounts
to nothing more than a requisition in re.ality. As has
"been pointed out, even the fixing of a fair price and
prompt payment of a fair price for a forced transfer
constitutes not a contract but a requisition (Law of_
^lli£erent_Occupation, J.A, , p. 140). Furthermore,
there is serious doubt as to whether an occupying
/
government is entitled to conclude contracts with the
inhabitants of occupied territories when such contracts
are not designed to maintain public safety and order or
the standards of living of the occupied population,
"but instead to eerv^e the purposes of the occupant
(Bordwell, Law of_War_^tweeii_Belllgerent_s, lb-08,p, 32G),
This kind of prohibition would, of course, be based upon '
the obvious fact that a contract between individual in-
hibitants of the occupied territory and repT-esentatlves
of the occupying State is very unlikely to be induced
by considerations of normal commercial advantage and that
the bargaining position of the parties is not equal, "
Such reasons become even more persuasive when the natur-e
of the Nazi occupant and Nazi occupation policies are
C' neldered.
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3. Public Property
(a) Analysis
The principal provisions of the Haj;:ue Hepcu"" n-
tlons dealing specifically with public property o.rc
Articles 53, paragraph (1) and 55, As alrea,dy noted
supra, Article 53, paragraph (1) applies only vjlth
respect to certain specified properties of a, type not
herein involved and "all movable property bolonfjino: to
the State which may bo used for military operations."
tions provides as follows:
"T}ie occupying State shall bo
rpgardod only as administrator and
usufructuary of public buildings, real
estates, forests, and ascrioultural estates
belonging to the hostile State, and
situated in the occupied country. It must
safeguard the capitel of these properties,
and adninistcr then in accordfjioe with the
rules of usufruct."
The provisions of Article 55 do not apply
spGoifically to industriaa property ovmed by the St.- to
or to mines and mineral reserves so ovmed. As stated
by the Tribunal in Case 5, "no single one of the Hague
Regulations ... Is exactly in point" (Judgment, Case
5, Tr.p. 11005). Clearly, however, the restrictions
to bo applied with respect to the administration and
use of such property arc not le^s than the restrictions
fOpplicablc with roapoot to the categories of public
property specified In Article 55. V/lth regord thereto,
Article 55 expressly states thc..t the occupying State
shall be regarded only as administrator and that the
occupant must safeguard the capital of these properties.
Furthermore, in a,ny event, any use of public
property plainly must be restricted to the needs of the
occupation and such use must not bo out of proportion
—44W
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fto the resources of the country. This Is consequent
from the judgment of the International Military
Tribunal. Construing together the articles of the
Hague Regulations dealing with private property, con
tributions, and taxes "and Articles 53, 55 and 56,
dealing with public property", the Tribunal declared
it to be clear
"that under the rules of war, the economy
of an occupied country can only be re
quired to bear the expense of occupation,
and these should not be greater than the
economy of the country can reasoncably bo
expected to boa.r."
(Trial of Major V/an Criminals, Vol.i,p. 239)
The rule thus enunciatod by the Interncationcal Military
Tribunal plainly is applicable to all public property,
regardless of whether the property Is oovorod by
Article 55. Indeed, in vie?/ of the Importance of public
owned Industrial property to the economy of a country,
the application of the rule to such property Is sup
ported by even more Impelling considerations than its
application to other State owned property and is sup
ported by considerations equally Impelling as in the
Cc.'.se of prlvr-.tely ovmod industrial property.
In the judgment In the Flick Case In which
the defendants wore found not guilty of wor crimes
against public property in Russia, the Tribunal stated;
"No single one of the Hague Regulations
above quoted is oxaxtly in point, but.
adopting the method used by IMT, wo
deduce from a.11 of them, considered as
a whole, the principle that state owned
property of this character may be seized
and operated for the benefit of the
belligerent occupant for the duration of
the occupf nee.
(Judgment, Case 5, p. 11055).
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IThe principle thus derived by the Filch
Tribunal from a. oonslderation of the provisions of
the Hague Regulations as a v/hole is inconslstant with
determination of the International Military Tribunal,
particularly if the statement of the Filch Tribunal is
construed to mcen that the operation of the public
property for the benefit of the occupant may be con
ducted apart from the limitations set forth by the
International Military Tribunal with respect to the
use of public property. " It should bo observed, in this
connection, thr?,t the Filch Tribuna,l apparently recog—
, nizcd that operation "for the benefit of the belligor-
ont occupant" was no_t without limitation. Thus, in
analyzing the facts of the Vairogs and Dnjcpr Staiil
trusteeships by the Filch Concern; the Tribunal made
the following findings of fact;
"At the railway car; plfuit the trustee not
only manufecturcd and repaired cers snd
equipment for the G-orman rallv;ays but
also nails, horseshoes, lochs and some
other products. The source ~"of the rav;
materie.ls is not shown except that iron
and steel were bought from G-erman firms.
The evidence docs not sustain the prose
cution's claim that gun Ccarriagos were
manufactured. At Dnjcpr Stahl the plants
bercly got into production, which consisted
of sheet steel, bar iron, structural pro
ducts, light railroad rails and a small
quantity of somi-finishod shell products."
^ (Judgment Oaso 5, p. 11004a)
These findings, which concern the type of use to which
the property was being put, would bo relevant only if
use.of the property for the benefit of the Reich was
restricted.
The Tribunf^l in the Flick case also found
v/ith respect to State industrial properties in Russia
that;
-4 6-
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"The attempt of the (^-erman government to
seize them as the property of the Reloh
of course was not effeotive. Title was not
acquired nor could It he conveyed by
the German government« The occupant,
however, had a usufructuary privilege^
Property which the government Itself
could have operated for Its benefit
could also legally be operated by a
trustee. "
(Judgment, Case 5, p. 11005).
In the opinion of the prosecii'tion, the seizure of public
property owned by the occupied country by the occupant
with the occupant acting or holding itself out as owner
of such property constitutes in Itself a violation of
the usufructuary privilege. Equally violative of such
privllfigo is the operation of such property by a
trustee under such assertion of title. The decrees
end regulations under which Germany seized Russian
State industrial plants, and under v/hioh such plants
were operated by sponsor firms as trustees, clearly
disclose the intention of the Reich to take title to
the property, to utilize the property x^ithout regard to
the needs of the occupation and for the purposes of
wcging war, and to reto.ln title to the property. The
taking over and the cporation of the plants under these
circumstances constitute, we submit, a clear violation
of the Hague Regulations, Eurthormorc, even if the
origina,! seizure of the plants had not boon unlawful,
it is clear for the reasons already noted that subse
quent acts which are Inconsistent with the proper
utiliza.tlon of such property constitute a violation
of the Hague Regulations. It should bo observed, in
this connection, that the Tribunal in the Flick case,
In finding Flick guilty of spoliation in respect to the
private property of Rombo.ch, relied upon the retention
-4 7-
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of this property with the manifested intention that it
should he operated as property of the Reich in finding
that such action was wrongful ejid thcat the participation
by Pliok in the operation of this plant as trustee was
a violation of Article 46 of the Hague Regula,tlons.
There is also added reason to apply the
general principles enunciated by the International
Military Tribunal to the idnds of public property involved
in the fact situations of Case 11, becsiuse the properties
seized and exploited for the G-erman war effort arc not
the limited classes considered in Article 55, That is
to say, where industrial property or natural resources
1/
such as oil, coal, and iron are involved,, the situation
more nearly parallels the case of private property of
the same type than public property such as parks and
government buildings. To accomplish the purposes of
the laAvs and customs of war, such property should rather
be treated on the principles of Articles 43, 52, and 46.
Since the owner of the public industrial properties (the
1/ Rights of the occupant respecting public-owned
gold and silver mines should bo considered as identi
cal to rights respecting other public mineral re
sources. Article 55, permitting the occupant to take
possession of ''cash, funds, and realizable securities"
which arc the property of the State, makes it clear
that only fevered and pr'pc^es^sod precious metals may
be seized, such as gold in the form of bullion or
coinage v/hich belongs to the enemy State. As to gold
ores or silver ores in public mines, the occupant is
limited to processing for the needs of the occupying
forces and for the maintenance of the public order
and safety of the occupied country a.rid the occupation
forces. The occupant may not engage in ovon such, process-
other than as a usufructuary, with due regard for"the
preservation of the capital stock and equipment
(according to prudent economical use of the mines).
•48'
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rc"trecL"tlng Stio-tG) Is absontij the occuppjit must
administer the properties in the interest of public
safety and order, to maintain the economy and v/clfaro
of the inhabitants of the occupied territory.- The
occupant may,.out of the proceeds of such property,
provide for the needs of the occupying army, ,but not
in excess of the resources of the country and not to
accomplish the further waging of war.-
Upon any pjialysis, the principles of Article
55 construed in the context of the Hague Regulations
and according to the general principles deduced by
the IMT for the system of laws and customs of v;ae?, or
the principles of Article 43, 52, and 46, as v;o have
previously considered them, the result is the same.
The argument tha.t property which is "state-owned" falls
outside of the protection of the Hague Convention must
be rejected.
To illustrate, if Great Brlta,in v;crc to be
occupied tomorrow, the occupying power should not be
able to exploit the basic industries of that country
in excess of fro resources of the land and in order
to further the waging of war against the British Govern
ment or its allies, simply because in 1945-1946 the
Labour Government has na,tlonalizcd such basic indus
tries; whereas in 1939-1945 such exploitation would
not bo permissive Ibccauso the sr'.mo properties wca'c held
by private trusts and corporations.• The same considera
tions v;ould be involved if the souihcstcrn section of
the United States, cor.taining the public corporation
Tennossoc Valley Authroity, wore occupied by enemy
forces. While the occupant could seize and operate the
-49-
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plants and enterprises of the TVA, it cannot be seri
ously argued, we submit, that the occuprjit would bo
entitled to shut off all electric power to rural end
municipal ar^as <?nd to convert the TVA into a power
plrnt for munitions industries strictly, such munitions
to bo utilized in pressing the war ags.inst the remainder
of the United States.
Only this difference is recognizable in the
rights of the occupant in dealing with private property
and in doraling with public property — that the occupant
may, from the beginning, exorcise a conservatory admin
istration of public properties, whereas special justi
fication is required for seizing and managing private
property a.ltoguthor. The Prosecution submits that
the Hague Convention was not designed to favor a
particular system of property but to limit the use of
occupied territories to the needs of the ocGupa.tlon
itself, with few exceptions.
(b) Proccdonts and Applications
Char]OS Hyde, in discussing the provisions
of Article 55 ef the Hag:ue Regulations, emphasizes the
same view \¥hioh we have presented above:
"In whatever it does, the occupajit should
be regarded a,s the temporary controller
rather than as the sovereign of, or the
successor to the sovereign of the area
concerned. . .
"As such controller, it is highly unreason
able that the occupant should endeavor to
enrich itself at the expense of the area
concorned."
(Hyde, IntcrnationF.l Law, cited above,
paragraph 696 A)
-5o-
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Judge' Wilkcns of Military Tribunal III has
1/
declarod:
"In 1899 and 1907^ when the Hague Regula
tions were drafted, State property only
embraced a comparatively small section
of the wealth of the respective countries,
•^ut, the rationr.le of the various articles
dealing with the authority of the military
occupant, particularly if viewed, as thoy
must be, in the light of the Preamble of
the Convention, is clearly tho.t the troa.ty
generally condemns the exploitation and
stripping of belligerently occupied terri
tory beyond the extent which the economy
of the country can reasonably be expected
to bear for the expense of the occupation."
(Dissenting Opinion, Case 10, pp. 34-55)
Ag we have noted above, the International
Military Tribunal found that widespread plunder and
spoliation had been committed in the occupied territories
of the Soviet Union. The Farben Tribunal (Case 6) agreed
that "There can be no doubt that the occupied territories
of Russia were systematically plundered in consequence
of the deliberate design and policy of the Nazi Govern
ment." (Opinion and Judgment, CascS, p. 101)
Although no convictions In Case 6 wore based
upon the spoliation a.nd exploitation of Russian public
1/
Judge V/ilkons, Tribunal III, has provided a detailed
£'.nalysis of the requirements of the Hague Rogulcatlons
concerning public property, Dissenting Opinion, Case 10,
pp. 34-36. It should be noted that the question of
State or public property is not discussed in the majority
opinion at all. -W-lthough charges based on exploitation
of public property were contained in the Krupp Indictment,
and the judgment-did not convict on such charges,^the
ommission in judgment is at least as consistont with a
finding tln^t the Krupp enterprise and defend: nts did not
actually commit criminal acts in Russia a-s ivith a dis
missal in law. If the basis of dismissal were the theory
that no spoliation was possible In^law when dealing with
Russian Gtate property, such a ruling would be Inconsistent
with the IMT CLnd Parben decisions, plo.inly, and ordinary
iudtclal practice would require opinion and reasons.
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property, the Judgment makes it perf.ectly plain that
the basis of acquittal was a failure of proof of com
pleted acts of oxpolltation by the Farben defendants.
The Tribunal emphaaizes- that the Individual defendants
In that case planned the criminal utilization of Russian
public industrial properties but the plans wore not
executed. (Sec: Opinion and Judgment, p. 101), No
comfort for the view that exploitation of public property
may be accomplished with impunity Is afforded In this
Judgment, particularly since the Tribunal stated that
the Hague Regulations "are broadly aimed at preserving
the Inviolability of property rights to both public and
-4. thatprivate property during military occupancy" and/the use
of such property beyond the limits set by the Regulations
and v/lth the Intention to permanently acquire cons-Gltuted
a v/ar crime, (Opinion and Judgment, Case 6, pp. 72-73).
The evidence in case 11 he.s set forth the
basic decrees and regulations pursuant to which the
G-erman authorities seized and administered Russian
Industrial property, ^hese regulations called for the
unrestricted expioltation of such property for G-crman
war production, entirely without regard to the needs of
the occupation or the ability of the country to boox
this drain on Its resouroos. The same directives
asserted the title of the Reich to all public Industrial
property in Russia and the complete power of disposition
as v/ell as use of such property, ^he ultim<?.to disposal
of this property to private G-erman firms and ^'monopoly
ooBipaniefi** as a meejis :f integrating the Russian economy
into the G-ermrn.. oconomlo program for Europe was con
templated, This assertion of title completely Ignored
the obligation of an occupying power to administer
-53-
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public property only as an Usufructuary, The defendants
In Case 11, with knowledge of the basic facts which made
the seizure by the Reich unlawful, sought and obtained
sponsorship over Russian industrial plants which had
been so seized.
The defendant KEHRL dominated the Ostfaser and
Qstlandfaser enterprises, dedicated to the operation of
textile plants in Russia and the Baltic States, both
public and private properties.. The Ostfaser exiO. Qst
landfaser plants produced finished textile goods almost
exclusively for the needs of the G-erman Wehrmacht and
the G-erman homo civilian population. .The Ostfaser and
Qstlandfaser enterprises removed machinery from these
seized plojits for further use in G-crmnn industry. The
Ostfaser companies participated in the removal of raw
materials from the occupied territories to Germany. As
a result the occupied territories were stripped of
textile raw matorleils and finished products, in complete
disregard of thu needs of the inhabitants and the other
limitations of the Hague Regulations.
The defendant KEPPLEH as a leading director
of the Kontinentale Gel company participated in the
exploitation of the oil a.nd mineral resources cont.;.ined
in the public domain of the Soviet Union, Exploitation
of such resources ^?as found by the IMT to be a war
efloe.
•"•'he defendant KGERNER participated in the
overall planning for the exploitation of the Russian
economy in the interest of German production and war
economy. Thereafter, the defendant KOERNER held a
loading position in the executive agency charged v;lth
-63-
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Icarrying out the broad proghara of spoliation. As the
IMT determined, in truth the planned program for Russia
was carried out effectively and brutally..
The defendants PLEIGKR and KOERTJER are
res}:'Onslble for the operations of the monopoly company,
BHO, which managed the Russian iron and steel industry
in the interest of the German war economy. These defen
dants are further criminp.lly responsible for the removal
of machinery and materials from the Russian plants to
Germany, in violation of the duty of a usufructuary.
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IIt. Tho GonGrAl Standard Ap'^ ^Xicnblo to Nazi Occupation
Plans and Fro^rans,
Up to this point the di^scussion of the layjs and custons of
-/ar ho.s boon diroctcd to tho specific roquircnonts sot forth in the
Hague Regulations. But^ as the Intcrno-tional iiilitary Tr-ibunral found^
onomous and far-reaching crijnos against the oconony of the occupied
territorios v/erc can^iittod which, ai^art fron individual articles of
tho Roc^ila.tions, violate the entire spirit and i-nirposa of the Hague
Convention, According to tho fronula of the I'T, "under the rules of
v;ar, tho oconony of an occuniod country can only be required to boar
the cxponso of the occupation, and those should not be greater thsji
the oconony of the country can reasonably bo expected to boar,"
(Trial of the llajor ITar GrlnJnals, Vol, I, p, 239)
In violation of those principles, tho Crcman occupant exploited
the occupied territories by supervision of local industries for
Gemaji purposes ajid by rigidly controlling the distribution of na-
toria.ls (Sano, p, 239)* Furthomorc:
"In many of tho occnpiod countries of the Sast and ^Xest,
the .authorities maintained tho pretense of paying for all
property which they seized. This olaborato'pretense of
ixipnont ncroly disguised tho fact th-t tho goods sent to
GcmajiT^ fron these occupied countries wore naid for by the
occupied countries themselves, cither by the device of ox-
cGSsivo occupation costs or by forced loans in return for
a credit balance on a ' clcarinr: account' which was an account
norcly in nanc,"
(Sane, p. 2ltO)
The nature of tho "clearing accounts" with the occupied terri
torios vras such that In .^change for goods .and services the Goman
Government, on paper, owed largo debts to the national govornnonts of
tho occupied countrios. The individual seller of goods or services,
an inhabitant of the ocou'^ iod territory, roceivcd value and "volun-
t.arily" oxchangcd his connodity for paypont in his national currency^
no crirac against tho individual nationa.l of the occuniod territory'" can
bo construed out of the nature of clearing accounts. Tho crlrv,-, how-
over, is not less in that the entire occu'^ied ooonony was inwovorishod
- -
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and defrauded through such devices and all of the inhabitants of the
occupied territory suffered losses.
Sir.iilo.r crimes against the occupied jconony as an entity v/orc
com. littccj. in black market purchases by t'cII—organizod German agencies^
sudi as the "Roges," Hero the .actavitics of the Germa-n agency were
financed through occupation costs or out of the clearing accounts,
German firms placed orders for 'airchaso in advance, and the black
marketeers of the occupied country "voluntarily" parted v.ath their
pro;^rtics in exchange for payment in the legal t.endor of the realm.
The loser vic.s the economy of occupied coimtivp, and all its citizens,
not any private indl/idual or corporation. (See: Trial of the
lla.ior ITar Crlranals, Vol. p. 2j(0; Opinion and Judgment, Case 10,
pp. h6-h9).
S'.ich systematic criiaos against the total occupied economy are
much more serious than the individual violations of private ov/ncrship
rights. The Krupp jiidgmont stressed this aspect of spoliation:
"... the economic substance of the b:;lligorontly occupied
territcry must not bo taken over by the occupant or put to
the sorvico of his mar effort - almays mith the proviso that
there are exemptions from this rule mhich are strictly limit..d
to the needs of the army of occuixition insofar as such needs
do not exceed the economic strength of the occupied territory,"
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 10, p, 20)
Tribunal III determined that th^ Hapu'- Regulations forbid:
(l) the occupant from doprivinr; the true oyacrs -^nd the ec^^nony-as-a-
TTholo of assets; (2) th.) unfair "^nC illegal strengthening of the amr
effort of the occupant; (.3) t '^" occupant from using seized assets,
directly or indirectly, to inflict losses .and damages to the peoples
vind proeorty of the remaining (non-occuoied) territory or the
y
resixjctivc belligerent, or to the pooplos and property of its allies.
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 10,p. 2$),
1/ Of. Opponhelm, cited above, p, 3hh - according to the provi-sions
of the Hague Reg^ilations, the inhabitants of the occupied territory''
cannot K. oompcllod to take part in m.ilitnry operations ragainst their'
legitiiTi.'''to govorru.iono. They od not give allegiance to the occupant,
nor need they give any useful infomation, (Footnote continued on
folloiTin.'-.' i>agc)
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As 170 ho.vo cited bofo^o, the Roochling Tribunal found tho .
dofonclant guilty bacausc he utilized French steel enterprises "for
the '^\irposc of bringing aboutj at the expense of tho occupied coxmtry,
the m.a;cirnun increase in tho -'ar potenti-^.l of tho Roich," (Opinion and
Judgncnt^ Roechling Case, p, 2I4),
It -Tould be'an absurdity to ..levato tho dispossession of indi^d-
dual pidvato property to the Ir/cl of a najor international crimo
and to ignore, the cffoots of xidos^Toad prograns upon the •entire popu-
dataon of tho occu'dcd territory. Wot only invisible lovioSj such as
oxagger.itoa occuration costs and clearing accounts^ .constitute the
crime of spolication in tho sonso of criminal program; also the use of
such funds on a large scale to acquire entire industries must be
accountcc. criminal. ThuSj if the Gemian occupant utilized occupation
or clearing funds or other economic devices to buy uo all farms -and
all factories in tho occupiod torritoipPj each inhabitant thereof
voluntarily selling his property in exclnngo for "fair value", it is
cloa,r th-at a i.'ar crime arising out of the occujaa.tion ivould result con
cretely from the program of "purclTa.sc",
The 'interlacing" or "vc-flochtung" program of the German Government,
to rhich the defendant TblSCHE through banking agencies substantially
contributed, ivas just er.ich a criminal program. It yas cx'^rcssly in-
tondod through tho acquisitions of securities to secure the permanent
G-;rnan domination of tho industries of "'Testerm Suropo .nnd their colo
nies, As part of this program, conditions ivcre imposed upon tho
holding of securities by tho inhabitants of the occupied torritorios
d'.jsigned to force such securities on the ma.rkot. At the same time.
7(continued from preceding page) See o-lso: Hyde, cited above,
p.aragraph 702 A, po, 1912-1913, referring to violations of the rules of
bGlXi'"orcnt occupation: "Again • « • the occupant as a mivans of'
attaining ultimate success may, under plea of nilitaly nec.sslty, and
reg.ardlcss of conventional or customary prohibitions, proceed to uti
lize the ii'ihabitants v/ithin its grip as a conveni nt means of military
a c hi e vonent,"
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thrcairjh forced clciring^ hy intcrmtional account or throagh the
contre.l banl's of issuoj payTnont in fact vras non-crdstent. The Nazi
Reich carefully regulated tho acquisition of Dutch and Belgian secu
rities and entorprisos to ensure T/oll-balancod rand successful racqui-
sitions in the permanent Gorman interest, ru*,SCHE's agencies contri
buted to the criminal end by proposing acquisitions, by racccpting
•assignments from tho Nazi Govemnent and its "private" pr'^togos, and
hy conducting tho negotiations through r/hich occupied industries
v/oro interlaced. The program initially called for tho cooperation
of German banks, and tho coooer-ation r/as v.hole-hoartodly offered
by R '^iSCIIE, Tdth full kno'.vlodao of the ends sought. Additionally, tho
criminal ends of the program iverc roinforcod by the exorcise of direct
criminal means: pressure was directed against th'j holders of indivi
dual shares in enterprises d.-sirod; socuritios wore confiscatod on the
basis of "aryanization" <?jid "onony property" decrees; and "s^alcs" or
"sjTidicatcs" -cro ordered in individaal instances.
Case 11 involves charges of nuncrous transcactions vvhich formed
parts of criminal German plans, and in most instances tho defendants
in Case 11 arc tho planners and executors thomsGlvcs. The progrcua
to expropriate the Czech <and Jcmsh-ormod coal industry in the Sudeten
area rras developed in .aubstanco by ICilUlL, Ih'.SCJ-G, FI3IG3R, and
KEHRL and PalSCtlS "negotiated" rdth the ovmers of the properties, making
it clear to them that political conditions had changed and that they
must salvage what tho3^ c^'uld.
1C3HRL and rd.SCft!!! initiated and a^-provcd of schemes to confiscate
the properties of tho 'Tciamanns and Potsohoka, in numerous conferences
v/ith other governmental adminivStrativc agoncios, KSHRL, PuvSCH3 and
PIEIG^" participated in the planning and development of tho holding
company of tho Hermann Gocring TTorks, "Subag", which ultimately rc-
coived tho bulk of properties dispossessed from their true o\mars.
- -
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SiVrnilarly, the ICr^P.L-Pu^SCK:] "I.assion", of -viiioh K01ir:jl. v.mb
infomcd and c^ncarnin^? nhich ICOTJ: P offorod su^r-stions, t/os
nothing loss than the olan to acq-'.r.ro and d'^ninito tho ontiroty of
Czoch hoav '^' industry — stcolj iron, ainainonts, and nachino t-'-^ls,
in tho form of tho Slcoda, Bruonnor ' affon, Foldihuottc, flrstc Bniomior,
and ".'it!ccri.7itz ontcrprisos. Domination rr.s "achmlovod through forcod
"s::Tidicatc" ar-roononts, -vhoroin t'n German intorosts acqnircd control
of th.j con-anics. Sh.areholdinps of tho Gorman int r^sts -;mro incroasod
by the confiscation of Jcmish oroportios. Promptly tho occupant, in
most casos tlirouph tho "poncy of or IZ/.3G.'IIjj "qormaniz^d" the
mana^omont and labor fnrco of the ontcrprisos, at least in the most
raaponsiblo positions. This nrn^ran, as concoivod vies sim-^ly a
dosi.an for thr olov-tion of Gorman Hcrjor o.nd tho simult.anoous roctiction
of tho Czoch population to the status of serfs. Althou'^h it is not
diffia^lt to assess tlio individual cirhiinal acts in carryinp o^^t tho
pro,qram, tho central crime resides iii tho criminal ond intondod and.
aocom'"'lishcd throuph tho oxorciso o.f the oomcr and 'Position of tho
Gerr.!an occupa.nt.
Crinr'nal in its entirety, as a r/holcsalo propram. pursued in all
of occuai id .."^lurope, -'as tho conduct of tho Gorman Govcrnnent in dis-
possossin" J-m.dsh citiz-'ns '"f tho nccu liod torrit-rios for tho benefit
of Gorman citizens and the Go2xi-an ocuinn^.', P^,SC!n and ircir.L i\artici-
pa.too. in this pro'^ raxi uoon its many fronts. It is not nocessarj'" to
dotuail tho in.''ividunl transact^'-ons, The facts aro U'cll-esteblishod
in tho .evidence apainst PJ.SCn^ that tho Drosdnor Eank and its aponcics
hold i.ho procoods of confiscated proportios for tho PLoich, "nof^etiated"
Td.th ov/nors of propcrtios in the first stapes of occupation
boforo coifisoation becano uniform ("nepotiations" directed and pranted
as an oxclvisivo rioht b}'- tho Gormian aipaanizatlon authorities); so'.oht
out, lis u.ed, and brought Jor/irh proport^r to the attention of tho au.tho-
lltios anc !"rospnct?,ve ''purchasors"; accumulatod larpo foos "ctino ,as
'trusbce^* or "admnistrators" cf Jo '^dsh property; maintained larr^o
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.?.ry.?.nizAtion r'opn.rtncnts justifiod by the profitable royonuos derived
from transferring Jovdsh properties; coo,ix:ratcd v.ath the Gestapo^ the
SDj the GeulcitcrSj and the aryanization offices of the ministry of
Gcono'-iics in advisin- and carrying out eynroprir.tions; acquired larrp.
holrmnos from alroady-confiscated. properties; and maintained partici-
pa.tions in banks and apencies sot no to dis'^^ost. of JovaLsh f^mds and
prooertios,
So^ too, :Bhliil'Vs '^rticipation in the -expropriation of Polish
agricultural estates and foodstuffs, for the ben .fit o Gorman re-
ceivors and the Gerr.an civilian pnpuLation, may be roaarded -^s a
series o:^ individual crin s arrainst Polish property ormers, but mcro
uroperly those activities constituted particination in -and direction
of a crimin-l pro-ran vinlatinr th.e entire schcnG of tho Ha,-uG Gonvontion.
The K.]I-1PL plans for delivoipr of Ppcnch taatilo production to tho
Gorraan economy and the •TGhrm--cht, ropardloss of tho pretense of aprco-
ment by tho Vichy oovernments, constitutes another example of pror-ram-
matic vi-olation of the roq'^iroments of international Lar-. French t:a:-
tile productinn^ according to intornatioral lav;, could not be tal^en
boynnd t!i-e ropu.irenonts of the Gem-an forces nccuoj.'inr Franco, nor
beyond, the njods of tho local inhabitants an'' tho resources of tho
countries. Under the ^ns prn';"oscd a2id 'aisho.d throuph by the defen
dant, the French pooul^tion -as doprivod of almost all textile -^rocbcts
and ran. m torials.
Tho proarans for th'^ ox'^loitation of tho Fursian economy, diroctod
by KOeFiirr., ICGKRL -and FLFIGGTi, vhich have already been discussed in
tho section on -^ublic ^•'roperty, also c nstituto an illustration of
ponoral cririinral Torrams, violating tho fundamental ^^rinci'^-los of bol]i-
acront occu'-'ation, Tho sam • naj/" bo said for tho oror^r-^.n of confiscation
C'^nductod in Poland by the HTO, in nhich hO":Rr''jR '--laycd a I'^adin"" '"'ort.
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In addition, the dcfondants KO"]RI\ni, IGHRL, FLRIGRR, KUFPLRR,
and TiSlK2 i^a.rticipatod in the ncotings and confcrcncGs wherein the
Third RQich planned such pcneral criminal procrams. They were woll-
informcd therefore and offered advice on the appropriate methods to
accomplish crininal ends. The evidence is before' the Tribunal, and
is reviewed in the individual briefs.
It ms upon the basis of such radcsproad systematic spoliation
that the individual defendants before the International llilitary
Tribunal wore convicted. The facts to be jud.red by this Tribunal
are much more ana.lorjms (in scno cases identical) t- the fact
situations of the IL:T Case tlvn to the cases Flick, Farbon, and
Krupp, where individual dofondants sought to pors-^nally aggrandize
by acquiring specific properties, llith regard to the ch.orgos of
spoliation in Case 11, in most instances the programs in which the
defendants were ^.ctivc have already been adjudged crininal by the
International ItLlitary Tribunal; tlx only problem which faces this
Tribunal is assessment of individual responsibility.
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Illi ^0LIATI0H_AS a crime against ffJMANi;^_
The PT-osecutlon maintains that many of the crimes
charged under Count VI are not only war Srimes but also
crimes against humanity within the meaning of Article II,
Section 1 (c) of Control Council Law No» 10. The Inter-
nationr?.! Militax-y Tribunal has declared in its judgment
that:
"From the bBginning of the war in 13d&, War
Crimes were committed on a vast scale which
were also Grimes against Humanity; and inso
far as the inhumane acts charged in the
Indictment; and committed after the beginn
ing of the did not constitute War Crimes,
they were all committed In execution of, or
in connection with, the aggressive w^ar, and
therefore constituted Grimes against Humanity^"
(Trial_of Major War _Oriraln.al^ Vol. I, pp. 254-255)
Although the IMT Judgment declared that upon the
evidence the Tribunal was unable to make a general de
claration that criLies against humanity occurred prior to
1 September 1959, .".n specific Instnnces the Tribunal did
find that such crines occurred. Lisoussing the conduct
of the Gestapo and SI, and the SS, the IMT considered acts
of these organizations, committed in 1938, under the head
ing of "Criminal •vlties," (Trial of Major War Criminals,
Vol. I, pp, 265-2'3G, 271),
The findings of the IMT with resp-sct to the SA are
r
also of considerable interest in connection with the
question of crimes against humanity prlpr to 1939. The
IMT concluded as to the SA thrat "...it cannot be said
that its raembere generally participated in...crimes
committed by the SA," but it also concluded th"t
in specific instances some units of the SA were used for
the commission of War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity.
. . . (Trial of Major War Criminals, Vol. I, p. 275),
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In describing the "specific instances" of SA crimes.,
the ImT referred particularly to activities in Austria
and the " Sudetenland":
"Isolated units of the SA even involved
in the steps leading up to aggressive i"ar and
in the commission of War Crimes and Grimes
against Hiraanlty. SA units "-ere r.jnong the
first in the occupation of Austria in March
10-38, The SA supplied many of the men and a
large part of the equipment which composed
the Sudeten Free Corps of Henlein, although
it appears that the corps was under the juris
diction of S3 during its operations in Czecho
slovakia, "
(Trlal_of Ma^or W-ar Criminal^, Vol. I, p. 274),
Moreover, in the ca-e of von Neurath, the Tribunal
pointed out as part of his criminal activities th-at as
^ Reich P*^oteoto.r in Bohemia-Moravia, von Neurath initia
ted anti-semitic measu'-^es and measures resulting in
economic exploitation (Trial ofJ^/[ajorJVar_Criminalsj_
Vol. I, p. 335). These rulings refute the contention
* that the IMT held th-t crimes against humanity could not
occur prior to 1 September 1939. It is submitted that
, in the cases of the criminal organizations i/.and
von Neurath, the Tribunal found a connection b etween
-aggressive acts ana ".nvasions and the conduct charged
as crimes against humanity.
Moreover, it is also clear from the Judgment of the
IMT that under the London Charter a crime against humanity
^ was found to exist if connected with an aggressive act
- Tum c connection was found oy
rrff r!: ' see quotation above from IMT Judgment, p. 274.
^ criminal organization; butbecause of lack of existence of crimes or
^onnection with aggr sslve acts, but rather
P^^r cicipation in these crimes was not
the ^ distributed throughout the membership of
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even though no declaration was made that such an ag
gressive act constituted a,n independent crime against
peace, (In the IMT case the aggressive acts against
Austria and Czechoslovakia were not charged as indepen
dent crimes). With respect to von Schirach the DAT
stated as follows;
"Von Schirach is not charged with the commission
of War Grimes in Vienna, only with the commiss
ion of Grimes against Humanity, As ha.s a.lrea.dy
been seen, Austria was occupied pursuant to a
common plan of aggression. Its occupation is.
^crime within the jurisdiction of
the Tribunal S as that 'jerm is used in Article
6 (c) of the Charter, As a result,-murder, ex
termination, enslavement, deportation, and other
inhumane acts' and 'persecutions on political
racial, or religious grounds' in connection with
this occupation constitute a Grime against
Humanity under that Article",
(Trial of Mrajor War Criminals, Vol.1, pp. ._318-319)»
It has been seriously argued that this Tribunal has
no Jurisdiction over crimes against humanity against the
defendants, because certain of the defendants are not
indicted for crimes against peace. In the view of Tefense .
Counsel, this follows from the fact that crimes against
humanity must be linked with crimes against peace or war
-crimes. However, :l mus^" be obvious th^t such connection
ne^ not exist in cae charges of the Indictment against
a particular defendant. The connection need only exist
between the crimes themselves. Thus the IMT while
acquitting several defendants on charges of crimes ag'-inst
peace did convict these same defendants of crimes against
humanity. Streicher was acquitted on Count I and con
victed on Count IV, entirely for his participation in the
anti-Jewish program of the Third Reich (Trial of Major War
Criminals, Vol, I, pp. 301-304). Von Schirach was acquitt
ed on Count I and convicted on Count IV (IMT, pp. 317-320).
Spoor and Sauckel were acquitted on Counts I and II and
convicted on Counts III and IV (IMT, pp. 330-333, pp. 320-
322. Kaltenbrunner and Frank were acquitted on Count I .and
convicted on Counts III and IV (BAT, pp. 251-293, pp. 296-298)
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^ textiles from the occupied French and Hussioj^ terri
The Farben Tribunal, in dismissing specific
transactions involved in Case 6 as crimes against
humanity, incorporated into its ruling the holdings
of Flick and Justice Tribunals, which observed that
crimes ^-ainst humanity did not occur in Isolated acts
nor in violations of proporty rights solely. The con
duct chsjr'ged as criminal in the Farben and Flick cases
is different in kind than the acts chpr-ged in the indict
ment against the defendants in Case 11, for the most
part. The indictment accuses the defendant HASGHS
and others, for exaraple, of programntic activities in
furthornnco of the general policy of the Third Reich
and the Nazi Paz-ty to subjugate and enslave the occupied
peoples and to eliminate the Jews, economically, socially
and physically, ^he indictraont in Case 11 charges
KEHRL with causing the removal of vast quantities of
tories. DABHE is charged with the removal of food
stuffs from Poland. KOERNER is charged with a loading
participation in the broad program to strip Russia of
industrial resources; rav/ materials, finished products,
foodstuffs ojnd other agricultural products. KOERNER,
PLEIGER, RASCHE, and KEHRL ejro charged with planning
and carrying through the transfer of Czech heavy Indus-
I
try to G-erraan interests.
The Farben and Flick Judgments were applied
to the situation wh^jro industrialist A, Gorman, acquires
the property of industrialist B, foreigner or Jew, under
the coercion and compulsion provided by the Germe,n
Reglmo. As a result, industrialist B suffers only a
financial loss. Under the Judgment of the IMT, however,
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where the G-ermrne stripped the ooonomles of Poland and
Russia pursuant to a, general plan, the taking of economic
properties v/hich were necessities of life constituted
crimes against property v;hich v;erc also crimes against
humanity. As the Flick Judgment stated, persecutions
which sXfect the life and llbi^rty of the oppressed
peoples are crimes against humanity.
The Prosecution readily concedes that not all
of the acts which constitute war crimes arc, at the same
time, crimes against humanity. We do not, for example,
maintain that PLEIG-KR was guilty of a crime against
humanity in the a.cquisitlon of the de Wendel properties
in Frrncc. But v/hcre criminal programs struck a.t the
basic conditions of life, and at the basic liberties
of the occupied peoples, regardless of whether the means
of striking were economic measures, such programs and
participation v/lthin them constituted crimes against
humanity-
As the Flick Tribunal observed:
. A distinction could be made betv/een
industrira property and the dwellings,
household furnishings and food supplies
of p. persecuted people. In this case,
however, we arc only concorned with in
dustrial property, a largo portion of which
(ore and coal mines) constitutes natural
resources in which.the state has a peculiar
interest." l/
In Case 11, several of the crimes ag.rlnst property did
involve the movables p.nd necessities of persecuted
classes of persons. Moreover, the defendant RASCHE acted
1/ This portion of the Judgment deals with the "Potschck"
"•tronseotion, concerning property inside of aermany proper.
As we have previously stated, the state has no 'beouliar
interest" in natural resources in the occupied terri
tories, for Ip.ck of sovereignty.
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as the partner of a regime which sought to strip cjid
starve Jews who ¥;orc inhabitants of occupied terri
tories as the first step in their physical elimination.
It would seem naive to regard the economic elimination
of the Je?;s as anything less than a first stage in the
progr..m of extermination; in the face of the facts
v/hich the IMT judgment £,nd the judgments of other Mili
tary Tribunals (Pohl; ^insatzgruppen, Justice Gases)
have disclosed. Again, HASOHE's role and activities
in implementing Jo¥;lsh persecution pure and simple are
easily distinguished from Flick's attempt to enrich
himself by any convenient or opportunistic means. To
conclude thrt a progro.m which seeks by economic means
to deprive a whole class of persons of go^d_s and wealth,
_om_ploymcnt_£_ ^aving^,_a£id__charity docs not affect the
lives ajid liberties of the class is simply unrealistic.
It is interesting to observe that the view stated here
has been sot forth adso by German courts, ^ho Appellate
Division of the Obcrlondsgoricht Freiburg, Baden, on
4 July 1946, hold, under Article 2, Section 1 (c) of
Control Council Law Ko. 10, that the forced deportation
of Jews as a result of measures of persecution conBtituted
a crime against humanity, -^^-t the same tirae, the court
doclrrcd that the seizure of the movable property of
such deportees constituted a further crime against
humanity.
The view th".t crimes against property may
also be crimes ag. inst humanity, supported by the IMT,
ho-S received recognition in the l^tercaturo of Inter—
natlona.1 La^v. In recent years the subject of the
international and fundamental rights of raaji has come
under wide discussion — rights, the violation of which
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forms the basis of a crimo a^-ainst humanity (E. Areneau,
The and Crimes Afrginst Humanity) Review
of International Law, No. 3, 1947). wide variety of
economic and social 7"'lghts are usually classified among
such fundamental rights, Including the right to settle
in a place and found one^s homo there, the right to
remunerative work, and the right to maintain a family.
At the Conforonco for the Unification of Penal Law, a.n
agreed illustration of a violation of such rights, and
a crime agr.inst hummlty, was the relegation of a tribe
tn arid and sterile territory Tvhich would not support
life (J. Dautrlcourl?, Report on the Definition of a
_Cr_im_o Against_ Humanity, Conforonco for the Unification
of Penal Law, lO-ll, July 1947, p. 11). Little distinc
tion can be made between such relegation of a tribe to
a sterile territory and the truatmont of Jews in
occupied territories which produced for individuals and
for the group a "sterile territory" in their native
place; It is worth noting that the Suprono Court of
Ontario has refused to enforce restrictive covenants
because of the provisions of the U.N. Charter on human
rights which the Court regarded as binding Canada.
"Unc^cr Articles 1 and 55 of this Charter, Gajiada is
pledged to promote universal ruspoct for, and observa
tion of human rights and fundamental freedom for all
without distinction as to race, sex, langurg-o, or
religion". (In ro Drummond, 4 Ontario Roiports (1945),
pp. 778, 781) It sooms plain that when one of the
hl?rhest courts of GanodcO holds that a discriminatory
rescriction on the alienation of real property consti
tutes a, violation of human rights, the progranatio
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activities of the defendants in aiding and abetting
the economic aspects of a policy of persecution are
no less violations of fundamental human rights.
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OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR CRII./IES
AG-AINST PROPERTY
Article II, paragraph 2 of Control Council
Law No. 10, which furnishes the grounds for establish
ing individual responsibility.y provides in pertinent
part:
"2. -^ny person ivithout regard to
nationality or the capacity in v;hlch
he acted, is deemed to have committed
a crime as defined in paraecraph 1 of
this Article, if ho v/as (a"J a princi
pal or (b) was an accessory to the
, commission of a.ny such crime or
ordered or abetted the sajne or (c) took
a consenting part therein or (d) was
connected v/ith plans or enterprises
involving its commission or (o) was a
member of any organization or group
connected v/ith the commission of any
such crime ..."
Thus, to establish responsibility of a
^ dofend.nt under Count Six, it is not necessary to
t'
prove that he personally engaged in specific acts of
spoliation. His guilt is established if it bo shov/n,
^ for example, that the defendrnt was connected with
pli'ns rJid enterprises involving commission of crimes
covered by dount Six or was a member of ajiy orgtUiiza—
t1on or group connected with the commission of such
^ However, in a.lmost all insta.nces the defendants
have been indicted for their own personal activities —
for the decrees they issued, the policies they set,
the orders they gave, the "contracts" they signed,
the "negotiations" they conduotod, the letters they
wrote, and the monies they appropriated in further
ance of spoliat;Lon transactions end programs.
The principle of individual responsibility
for international crimes is firmly established, '^ ho
International Military Tribunal decided;
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Iviolr.tion of these provisions con
stituted crimes for v^hich the guilty
individu£:ls were punishs.hle is too well
settled to permit of argument."
(Trial of Major War Criminals, Vol. I,
p. E53)•
Particularly on behalf of RASCHE, the dofBnse
has atiggestcd that a special immunity exists for
"private" business men. The Farben, Flick, and Krupp
Tribunals have already dealt with this question;
. It cannot longer be successfully
maintained that international law is
concerned only with the actions of
sovereign states and provides no punish
ment for individuals. . .
"But IMT was deeding with officials eJid.
agencies of the state, and it is urged
that Individuals holding no public offices
and not representing the state, do not,
and should not come within the class of
persons criminally responsiole for a
breach of international lav^. It is asserted
that :iritorncitional law is a mattfer v/holly
outside the work, Interest and knov/ledge
of private individuals. The distinction
is unsound. International la w, as such
binds every citizen just as does ordinary
municipal law. Acts adjudged criminal
when done by an officer of the government
are criminad also when done by a private
individuad."
(judgment, Case 5, Tr.ppo 10930-10981)
"It can no longer be questioned that the
criminal sanctions of international law
are applicoble to private individuals."
(opinion and Judgment, Case 6, p. 78)
"The laws and customs of war pro binding
no less upon prlvs.te individuals than
upon government officials and military
personnel."
(Opinion and Judf^nont, Case 10, p. 63)
Counsel for RASCHE has also contended that
RASGHE acted only within the framework of governmental
programs. In this connection the Krupp Tribunal
observed pertinently;
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I•Lhe defendr.nta cannot as a legal proposi
tion successfully contend that, since the
acts of spoliation of which they sxQ
charged were authorized and actively sup
ported by certain G-ornan governmental
and military agencies or persons, they
escape liability for such acts. It is
a general principle of criminal law
that encouragement and support received
from va?ongdoers is not excusable, '•
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 10, p, 25)
Each of the def endpjits has argued that an
ignorance of the specific requirements of international
law must relieve him of criminal responsibility. But,for
criminal liability it is not necessary ^that the charged
N
defendant have known that his acts constituted crimes
as a conclusion of fact and law| ho need merely have
known the basic fa.cts —• what he indonded specifioa.lly
and what the consequences of his action would he or
might be. This conforms to the general requirements of
criminal law and has boon the standard applied to inter-
na,tional crimes;
"We know of no system under v/hich ignorance
of the.law excuses crime. As to the ques
tion of intent, counsel has failed to dis
tinguish between a general intent and a
specific intent. When the crime consists
not merely in doing an act but in doing it
v^ith a specific intent, the existence of
that intent is an essentia.l element and
is not to be presumed from the commission
.of the a.ct but must be proved. Upon the
other hand, when a person acting vrithout
justification or excuse commits an act
prohibited as a crime, his intention to
_eomm_it_the_a_ct_cpn_st_itut_cs_criminal intent, "
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 10, p. 67, under
lining added)
The suggestion has been made that where the
defendants participated in transactions as mediators
(RASCHE in er'ye.niaation and interlacing), or as receivers
of property a,lready confiscated or seized (PIjEIG-ER in the
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"The defendantB cannot as a legal proposi
tion successfully contend that, since the
acts of spoliation of which they are
charged vjere authorized and actively sup
ported "by certain G-orno.n governmental
and military agencies or persons, they
escape liability lor such acts. It is
a general prjnciple of criminal law
that encouragement and support received
from vn?ongdoers is not excusablSo"
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 10, p„ 25)
Each of the defendants has argued tha,t an
ignorance of the specific requirements of International
law must relieve him of criminal responsibility. But,for
criminal liability it is not necessary ^that the charged
defendant have known that his acts constituted crimes
cis a conclusion of fact and lawj he need merely have
known the basic facts — what he Indended specifically
and what the consequences of his action would be or
might bo. This conforms to the general requirements of
criminal law and has been the standard applied to inter
national crimes:
"V/e know of no system under vrhich ignorance
of the law excuses crime. As to the ques
tion of intent, counsel has failed to dis
tinguish betv7cen a general intent and a
specific intent. When the crime consists
not merely in doing an act but in doing it
xvith a specific intent, the existence of
that intent is an essential element and
is not to be presumed from the commission
.of the act but must be proved. Upon the
other hand, when a person acting without
justification or excuse commlts~"an act
prohibited as a crime, his intention to
c^omm_it_the_a^t_con_stJ.tut_cs_criminal intent, "
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 10, p. 67, under
lining added)
The suggestion has been made that where the
defendants po.rticipated in transactions as mediators
(RASCHE in aryanization and interlacing), or as receivers
of property already confiscated or seized (P^EIOER in the
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Ide Wendel and Sudeten coal transactions), no criminal
responsibility attaches to such conduct. But it seems
clear that a thief does not gain immunity for his
actions merely because he only received a commission
for his efforts instead of the proceeds of the entire
theft. Also, operation or acquisition of properties
already unlavrfully seized does not insulate the defen
dants from res jonsibllity. As the Tribunal in Case 4
(Pohl) stated;
'^ The fact that Pohl himself did not actually
transport the stolen goods to the 'Reich
or did not himself remove the gold from
the teeth of dead inmates, does not excul-
pete him. This was a broad criminal pro
gram, requiring the cooperation of many
persons, and Pohl^s pert was to conserve
and account for the loot. Having knov/1-
edge of the illegal pu?cposes of the
Action and of the crimes which o.ocoupanicd
it, his active particlpeition even in the
aftdr phases of the Action make him
pai^ticeps criminis in the whole affair."
(Judgment, Case 4, p^ 8093).
and;
"•^ny partioipCvtion of Frank^s v/as post facto
participation and v/as confined entirely to
the distribution of property previously
seized by others. Unquestionably this
maJies him a participant in the criminal
conversion of the chattels, but not in
the murders which preceded the conflsca.—
tlon."
(Judgment, Case 4, p. 8103).
The same prlncii^les are applicable v/ith
respect to participation in the unlawful detention of
property which v/as lawfully seizsed, The Tribunal in
the Flick Case so held in finding Flick guilty of War
Grimes under Control Council Law No. 10 because deten
tion of private property (an industrial plant at Rombach)
by the Reich v/ith the ma.nlfest intention of operating
it as property of the Reich viola-ted Article 46 of the
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Hague Regula-tlons notwithstanding the lawfulness of
its seizure in the first instance and because operation
of such property by the Flick Concern as trustee under
a contractual arrangement with the Reich authorities
contributed to such violation, (Judgment, Case 5;
Tr.pp, 11000-11003).
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A» "I'ialltary |ie£e_ss_it^"_or _[J_To_tal 7ar"
It has be n asserted by several of the
Defense Counsel that the needs of total •^^ar over'^ide any
restraining rules and customs. Thus, Counsel for KORHNER
has declared:
"Nobody seems to douot that it is per
mitted to destroy private property to
accomplish war purposes, regardless
whether this serves indlr»ect war pur
poses or not, even where it is only
in connection with cttacdcs on the
morale of the population. Should it,
in view of this, really 'be illegal to
utillz£ private property in order to
achieve the purpose of war, although
and this I must say so as to emphasize
the contrast— it remains intact in
the process? 4
(Opening Statement for KOERNER, p» 11).
A variation on the theme by the same counsel, asserts
that since the Russians scorched R usslan earth in their
retreat, the German occupant was entitled to appropriate
all of the goods of R ussia, and destroy;' or remove any
thing in the course of the Nazi retreat. (Opening state
ment for KOERI^JER, p. 8). At other points he indicates
that the vast extension of the concept of "military
necessity" for which he argues was made necessary by
Anglo-Saxon modes of waging "total war,"
Counsel for KEHRL has stated his view that inter-
national law entitles the occupant to use the occupied
territory as an economic base for the future prosecu
tion of the war against the remaining forces of the occu-
country or its allies, (Opening statement, p, 3), in the
view of this counsel, the occupant may completely disre
gard the needs of the population of the occupied country
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and the resources of the occupied country in the pur
suit of .aore effective waging of since these consa^
derations are "irrelevant from the legal point of view*"
(Opening statement, p. 6),
Merely to state these arguments is to ans^^er them.
It ought, however, be pointed out that several of the
tr/^nsactions involved in Case 11 hardly classify as
cases of military necessity under any conception of the
term. This may be said for most of the aryanlzation busi
ness and interlacing business carried out by RASCHE, and
-also for the programs directed towards permanent dorain-
<ation of the European economy a.ft_er the- conclusion of the
war.
The arguments of the Defense have a very f-imiliar
ring because they have been urged beXore .and rejected
by every Tribunal at Nurnberg, Referring to war crimes
and crimes against humanity, the mn declared:
There can be no coubt that the majority of
them arose from the Nazi conception of ^total
war', with which the aggressive wars were
waged. For in this conception of 'total war',
the moral ideas underlying the conventions
which seek to m*^.ke more hum'-^.ne are no
longer r^-garded as having force or validity.
Everything is made subordinate to the over--
mastering dictates of war..c„and so, freed
from the restraining influence of internation
al l-^w, the -aggressive war is conducted by
the Nazi le.aders in the most barb-aric way."
(Trial of_MaJorjyar_Grimin-alsj5_ Vol. I, p. £27).
There-after, the Tribunal convicted numerous defen-
d.anta for their acts in support of "total war,"
In reply to the s^rae arguments, the Tribunal in
Case 6 declared:
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I"These oontentions are unsound. It is o'b-
vious thnt nn ncceptnnce of these at*guments
Fould set at naught .-^ny rule of internation
al law and would pl^oe it within the power
of C'ch n-p.tion to "be the exclusive judge of
the applicaoility of internation-..l la"a.,.
"Technical advancement in the weapons and
tactics used in the actual waging of war may
have made obsolete, in some respects, or may
have rendered inapplicable, some of the pro
visions of the Hogue Regulations having to do
with the actual conduct of hostilities and
what is considered legitimate warfare. But
these uncer'tain'cies rel-ite principally to
military o.nd naval operations proper. . . That
grave uncertainties may exist as to the status
o-P the law dealing with such problems ras bomiN-
ings "nd reprisals and the like, does not
lead to the conclusion that provisions of the
Hague Regulations, protecting rights of publi.c
and private property, nay be ignor^ed, "
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 6, pp. 80-81, and
cltatio n therein).
In reply to the s^me general contentions, the Krupp
Tribunal pointed out that the conditions '^nd necessities
of a war cannot possibly excuse violations of the rules
of war, since the rules of war are designed precisely
for the conditions and necessities of war:
"....the contention that the rules and customs
of wp.rfare can be violated if either pr^rty is
hard pressed in ^-'ar must be rejected on other
grounds. War is by definition a risky and
hazardous business,... It Is an essence of
war that one or the other side must lose and
the experienced Generals and Jtatusmor. knew
this when they drafted the rules -^.nd customs
of land w&rfare. In short these rules and
customs of warfare are designed specifically
for all phases of war. They cSinprlse the law
for such emergency. To claim th-^t they c-^n
be w ..ntonly ^nd at the sole discretion of
anyone belligerent —disregarded when he con
siders his own situ'^tion to be critical, means
nothing luore or less than to abrogate the laws
and customs of war entiwoly."
(Opinion and Judgment, Case 10, p. 26: Sec -also,
pp. 17-18).
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Closely .Ma.T-logous to the tot'^.l wijr nnd millt-^.ry no—
nustificiti ^ns
cessity/is the sugf^estlon .nd.vn.nced by Defense Counsel
thn,t the Pnosecution Is t.nking n very n-nrro'" vlenr of the
nctlvitles of the Gerianii occup.n.nt in various countries
in Europe; because the raaintenance of the European eco
nomy required th t each loc-l occupied economy be
coordinated by German authorities. Factually, ^>ue thin.k
that .it is perfectly clear that the last consideration
in the minds of German authorities in occupied terri
tories wo.s the velfare q.f the peoples in their ch-'ri^e.
Rather, the economies 'vere "coordinated" for the benefit,
and under the domination, of the Third Reich, to effect
uate the \vaglng of "rar primarily and to provide consump
tion goods for the German population secondarily. In
la,w, the German authorities h-*id no right or privilege
to "integrate" the European territories for German pur
poses. The German authorities arore entitled to t^he
measures to preserve public order and safety in the
occupied territorios; and they were entitled to c.ar.ry
on genuine commercial relations, as distinguished from
dictated contracts, with the inhabitants of the occupied
territories. But these rights are not involved in the
charges of Case 11; they are irrelevant in the light of
the facts before the Tribunal.
£ ''i£^£G^"_Argument.
The arguraent has been advanced, p-articularly by
counsel for PLilIGER, that since certain p.ropertieB .alleged
to have been 'wrongfully seized have been returned to
their true o^'nera, no loss "-as really suffered and no
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crime should be found. One variation on this theme Is
the view.that where value given for seized pro
perties, no crime can .be found In law. Another vari
ation consists of the introduction of evidence to shov-
that bhe properties were actually improved, as an ex
cuse for illegality. Another variation consists of
purported proof that, where mac: inery and •eouipnent xvar
.renoved, other machinery and investments had been made
in the plants
Prosecution, all of these con
tentions are beside the point. If the t.al-.ing .and opera-
h plants was criminal, the question of d.anage is
completely irrelevant. ''©.omages" is a concept which is
pertinent to civil actions, and to civil actions only.
Thus, wher-e Cellini Bte..,ls a bar of gold and fashions an
elegant salt shaker from the gold, the o-ner of the gold
might have gr.at difficulty in recovering d^aages; in
deed, under the doctrine of tortious accession or tor-
tious mingling, Cellini might be able to claim that his
contribution to the total value was gr.,ater than that of
the true owner of the metal so th-t ho ought to retain
the finished product. But in a criminal sense, Cellini
would have no argument whatsoever.
Equally, where machinery was removed from seized
plants, whether public or private plants, the defend-nts
rosponsible cannot be heard to ans'-er that they had addod
to the Value of the pl.ant, assuraing th^t they could
1
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affirmatively establish such facts. 1./ whether
dealing with puDlic or private property, at most the
had
defendants/only the right of a trustee or usufructuary,
and they were not entitled to dispose of the capital
stoch and equipment of the enterprise In any fashion
inconsistent with their very limited operating Interest
(where such trusteeship was legitimate). Furthermore,
the very fact, if estaollshed, that the defendants added
to a.nd Invested In the seized plants tends very strongly
to establish (1) that they Intended to permanently ac
quire, contrary to the law of war, and (2) that they
were utilizing the plants for Illegal war purposes
(since transfer and utlllz".tlon of machinery was very
carefully controlled by the Nazi Government, in the
strict Interest of war needs).
Furthernio-^e, even where there were no removals
from seized plants, the owners did suffer real loss In
the fact that they were not able to determine the produc
tion of their enterprises or realize the profits of pro
duction, In the same way, the entire occupied economy
suffered. it is no defense to say that because the seiz
ure was lifted as a wesult of German war reverses, the
1/ This Is a very considerable assumption. For the most
part the evidence by the Defense on this point consists
merely of affidavits by friends of the defendant, assert
ing that this was the case over-all. Very few concrete
r-nd documented figures are Introduced, although the De
fense has had access to the same raw materials as the
Prosecution, Where figures are presented, It Is ncness-
ary to •'•oigh them with reg'^rd to charigipg pl^lco levels'and
changing economic values. Where machinery Is Involved
It Is necessary to exercise a regcrd for uniqueness, re
place ability, and gonc-rally for all of the elements In
volved In weighing the need for the equitable remedy of
specific performance, I.e,, one i.vchlne is not the
equal of another at a one for one r-^tlo, and figures In
balance sheets listing assets In 1938 ire not the equiva
lent In re-.l value to the figures of balance sheets list
ing assets In 1944.
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initial crino is a nullity. By analogy, a thiof is n^t auilty
of ]a ncGny if "cauoht ivith the p;onds'* before he has bac! an oppor
tunity to riisp^SG -if then.
The dccidor'. cas-s conplotcly rciaidiate this suo^ostcd test
for the connission of a cri-^^.G, In the Farbon case (Case 6) the
Tr3.bunal repeatedly rejected this defense nhich r:as presontod
for each transaction (Sgg: Oi:)inion and Judpncnt, Case 6, pp.
73? 99). Thus the Tribunal properly rejected the c^n—
tcntion that the Francolor pl-^.n ropresontod a material benefit
to the French chonical industry and to France. (Opinion and
Judgnont Case 6, p. 99). Tlio defense in that case arruod at
great length that the I, G, Farbon conpany had nade special
procossos and patents available to the French conpanios. The
sane kind of proof of Gornan generosity has been alleged in
the instant case*
The HoGchling Case states the rule!
"'niereas it is equally in vain that
Hcrrann noochling r.vaintains that he
had invested large sucis in these
plants, TJhilo in fact, even admitting
that this should be the case, it '7ould
in no ivay modify the responsibility of
the defendant, since expenses incurred
fnr an --^bjocb obtained by m.Ovahs of a
crir.ina] act or an offense d^ not eli
minate the fraudulent character of
such a possession.'*
(Opinion and Judgment, pLOCchling, p. 11).
D, Unlimited Riaht of Rcciuisitions
It is assorted that "the occupant may, by generally
recognized intornati-^nal lay; an', practice, for instance accorc'.ing
to Article ^3, confiscate ntvablc private property, oven such
as servos yrar purposes indirectly, and ship it to his orvn
country'-," (Kohrl Opening Gt.atoment p. 9).
As the Frosecution analysis and citation regarding
.«i.rticlG 53 has indicated, this kind of contention is based
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upon a completely new method of statutory construction.
It parses over the distinction made in Article 53 itself
between "all movable property belonging to the state which
may be seized even if privately owned. The interpreta
tion offered by Defense Counsel here is Just another ap
plication of the discredited military necessity doctrine.
Such an interpretation of the right to requisition would
nullify the entire system of the Ha.gue Convention "^nd
Regul.'^tions, especially when applied, to the broad kinds
of seizures for "indirect" military uses which are in
volved in Case 11 (textile raw materials, textile goods,
foodstuffs, coal mines, etc.), to which it must be ap
plied if it is to be a relevant legal argument,
S, As£ert£d_Changes_in the La^ of_Occupatlon.
Defense counsel have introduced large quantities of
."evidence" to establish that the customary law of belli
gerent occupation is no longer in effect, and, if the
law has changed, it is asserted that the defendants can
not be convicted on the basis of the law in effect at
the time ofthelr acts. It is not necessary to investi
gate the latter suggestion, since none of the materials
introduced compel a Judgment that since 1945 the restric
tions upon belligerent occupants have been loosened.
The argument here la closely related to the argu
ments based on total war (for changes during the war are
alleged also) a,nd to the "you too" argument. It is
asserted that mass aerial bombardment, -tomlc weapons,
blockades, and changes in the rules of submarine warfare
somehow have given the occupn.nt a wider right to appro
priate and exploit the property of occupied lands.
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1We refer -thtS Trieunnl to the e'scellent state
ment of the FaPtjen Tribunal (Opinion and Judgment, Oape 6,
pp. 8©-31) and'-to the'article oited thorelni As
Lauterpacht has written:
"Acts with regard to ivhich prosecution of
individuals for war crimes itcay apoear im
proper owing to the disputed nature of the
^^®stion arise largely in connecticn
with military, na.val and air operations pro
per. No such rea'^onaile degree of uncertainty
exists as a rule in the natter of misdeeds
committed in the course of mililfary occupation
of anemy territory. Here the unchallenged
2^"^^ ^ ruthless invader offers opportunities for crimes the heinousness of which
is not attenuated by any possible appeal to
milit.ary necessity, to the uncertainty of the
law, or to the operation of reprisals."
(La.uterpr-ht, "The haw of Nations and the
Punishae.nt of War .^rimes, 1945, British Year-
hook of International Law).
Changes in the law since 1®45 may well he considered
under the heading of "you too."
F. _^You_tooj^ {or_t\x £uo ,uej_.
This argument has two aspects, the one tc which al
lusion has already been — that as a result of Allied
occupation policy since 1945, tho law of benigerent occu
pation may be s.a id to have changed — and another which
asserts, like the equitable maxim about clean hands, that
Tribunals of the victors must not Judge defeated German
criminals becausa the Allied Governments also have com
mitted illegal deeds during the postwar occupation of the
Reich, Counsel for Kehrl has an additional twist to the
argument; he asserts thatthe ^radj^t^onal^ American view of
the law of belligerent occupation permits any kind of con
duct in the occupied territories, and therefore a Trlbiinal
composed of American Judges must acquit the defendants.
Oo
First, it should be pointed, out that although
the defense is entitled to argue these principles,
under the rule that anything may be argued, the argu
ment itself depends upon the establishment of faotsc'
Such facts cannot be properly demonstrated in the
evidence of Case 11 for the simple reason that they
are irrelevant to the issues of the case.
Second, assuming the existence of the under
lying facts as the Defense asserts them arguendo, the
conduct of the Allied Governments and Forces in the
occupation of Germany permits neither the conclusion
I
that the law of belligerent occupation ha.s changed
since 1945 nor the conclusion that the practices of
I
•^
i the Allied Governments are tainted in the same manner
m
as those of the defendants. Ihis follows from the
simple fact that the postwar occupation of German is
not a belligerent occupation.
The dlGtlnctlon between the rights and powers
of the Allied Governments in Germany today and the
rights and pov/ers of Germany in territories occupied
by Germany as a result of its aggressive wars is
Implicit in the judgment of the International Military
Tribunal. Thus, in rejecting the contentions made
before it by the defense, that Germany was no longer
bound by the rules of land warfare in many of the
territories occupied during the war because Germany had
completely subjugated those territories and incorporated
them into the Reich, the International Military
The- view of, the Prosecution is set forth in dete,il
in the Prosecution's ab.jeotions to documents offered
on 1»ehalf of Koerner and Kohrl, and in the Krupp
memorandum and ruling of the Krupp Tribuna.1 pppended
to these Prosecution objections.
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Tribunal stated;
""^he doctrine was never coneidGred to be
applicable so long as there was an array-
in the field attempting to restore the
occupied territories to their .true
owners, and in this case,, therefore,
the doctrine could not apply to any
territories occupied after 1 September
1939,"
(Trial of the Major War Griminals, Vol.1,
p. 218).
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The distinction noted nbovc is clearly pointed out in the jud;y?.cnt
in the Justice case. The Tribunal in that case stated!
"It is this fact nf the conplete disintcf^ration of the
povcrnnent in Gcrri?.ny, follor;cd by unconditional surrender
and by occuoation of the territory, r/hich explains and
justifies the assunption and exercise suprone j^overn-
ncntal pcnver by the Allies. The s.ane fact distinguishes
the present occu-ation of Geraany fron the type of occu- '
pation T/hich occurs rhen, in the curse of actual rarfarc,
an invadinr army enters and occupies the territory of another
State, v/hosc povcrnncnt is still in e:dstencc and is'in ro~
O'oipt of international roco'-nition, and v.hoso arnics, with
those of its Allies, arc still in the field, In the latter
case the occu'Tii^G P'^arcr is subject t.-' the linitations In-
posod upon it by The Hapuo Convontion and. by the laws and
customs of war. In the fomer case (the occupation nf
Gcrnany) the Allied Feavcrs were not subject to those lini- '
tations. By reason of the complete broakdc.'n of govcrnncnt,
industry, agriculture and supply, they were under an impor-
f ative humanitarian ciity '^f far rddor scope to reorganize
^ govcrnnont and in'histry and to fosti„r local democratic
b governmental a.gcncios throughout the territory."
(Judgment, Case 3? Tr, pp. 106llt-106l5)
It further pointed out:
. that the F-^ur Powers arc nat now in belligerent
occupation or subjrect to the li:aitati^ns set forth in the
rules of land warfare. Ilather, they have justly and legally
assianed the broader task in Germany which thoy have s-lcnnly
defined and declared , , ."
(Sane, p. 10620)
The Prosecution d^ios n'^t ^nan to imply in any "'oay that the '^ ccu—
PiaLng p.o\Tors in Germany txlay need net respect the general principles
of la.w and of humane behavior recognized and aclmowlodgcd by all
civilized nati-^nsj simxply, our mosition is that the conduct of the
Allied Pov/crs in Germany cannot possibly, as a natter ^f lav/, evidence
a change in the law df bellig'cront occupation, because the Allied
occupation is net a bolligcront occupation.
As to the American Civil T/a.r cases (l.Irs. Alc:m.nd-.r' s C-^tton,
Lanar v, Bpo'/n) which have boon introrbiCGd on behalf of Kchrl to
"prove" an American legal position w'hich nullifies the Hague Conven
tion, it may be pointed 'Uit th""^' the cases wfcro decided several de
cades bof-^re the rules and ci.istoms of war ••.•oro crystallized in the
Hague horulations. horc^ver, as the U.S, Supronc Cmirt decided in '
Ost.jon V. Central Leather Co, 2J46 U.S. 297,^ 3Ql<w302 (l9l8),'the
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4Hague Regulations apply to international Tvarfaro only and not to
civil insurrections.
One of the nost authoritative /uocricnn jurists in the field of
international lar; has declared:
"During the Civil V7ar the practice of the United States
indicated no sharp lino of distinction betr:ecn the rights
of a belligerent occupant and those of an amy operating
in the field in hostile territory , • , Rliilo utterances
of the Suprcno C'-^urt of the United States appeared to
aclcnor;lodgG ca brorad right of seizure if dictated by noces- .
sary operations of ••var, and to deny generally the propriety
of 'tho seizuro of the private property ^f pacific persons
for gain', it ivas frequently declared that private property
specially beneficial to the Confederacy as a basis ^f se
curing credit, such as cotton, •"-as subject to seizure and
confiscation. The ca.irts ^-erc also noc^ssarily bound by such
acts of C-ngross as rrcre applicable. These o'oro based partly
upon the theory that the conflict vjas an insurrection against
the lav;ful g-^vcrmcnt the United States • • .
"It na^'" be doubted nhoth: r the decisions interpreting the
acts of Congress servo as useful precedents respecting thejpl extent of th.j rights of a belligerent occup/O.nt under the
laao of nations,"
(C. C. Hyde, International larr Chiefly as Interpreted and
Applied by the United States, (2d Ad,, Boston, 19hb)) para
graph 69k, pp. l893-lB9ii)
VI. CONCLUSION
The application ol the principles of lai7 ^Troscntod in this brief
to the facts of the defendants' conduct, as dioclosxl in the briefs on
each defendant, vrill, r:o believe, y/arrant a firu:"',lng -I guilty on the
specifications of the Indictnont cuotaincd in C'^unt Six.
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